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1.. AIIIlroct

Returns from the ground and associated obstacles surrounding a NEXRAD weather radar (i.e.,
ground clutter) will contaminate the estimates of weather echo spectral features (e.g., reflectivity,
mean velocity, and spectral width). The ground clutter returns are particularly large at low eleva·
tion angles and close range (e.g., within 40 km). Additionally, the pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) values necessary to obtain the desired weather Doppler features result in ground clutter
contamination at ranges that are multiples of the unambiguous range interval (e.g., 115·175 km for
a typical NEXRAD). Fortunately, the ground clutter power spectrum is localized around zero
velocity so that one can reduce its effect by appropriate Doppler signal processing.

Automatic reduction of clutter contamination is essential if NEXRAD is to achieve the desired
autom.atic weather product generation capability. The results of an analytical/experimental study
oriented toward development of a clutter cancellation specification and associated quality assur·
ance tests for the NEXRAD system are described.
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ABSTRACT

Returns from the ground and associated obstacles surrounding a NEXRAD
weather radar (i.e., ground clutter) will contaminate the estimates of
weather echo spectral features (e.g., reflectivity, mean velocity and
spectral width). The ground clutter returns are particularly large at low
elevation angles and close range (e.g., within 40 km). Additionally, the
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) values necessary to obtain the desired
weather Doppler features result in ground clutter contamination at ranges
which are multiples of the unambiguous range interval (e.g., 115-175 km for
a typical NEXRAD). Fortunately, the ground clutter power spectrum is loca
lized around zero velocity so that one can reduce its effect by appropriate
Doppler signal processing •

Automatic reduction of clutter contamination is essential if NEXRAD is
to achieve the desired automatic weather product generation capability.
This project memorandum describes the results of an analytical/experimental
study oriented toward development of a clutter cancellation specification
and associated quality assurance tests for the NEXRAD system. Specific
topics include:

(1) experimental measurements illustrating situations in which clutter
cancellation will be particularly useful to NEXRAD,

(2) quantitative criteria for clutter suppression capability based on
models for distributed and discrete clutter,

(3) degradation in weather product accuracy due to clutter,

(4) hardware tests to demonstrate that the desired clutter can
cellation capability can be achieved,

(5) examples of achievable clutter cancellation using data from the
MIT and NSSL S-band weather radar sites, and

(6) additional clutter suppression features which may be necessary in
an operational NEXRAD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Ground clutter returns from the ground and associated obstacles
(e.g., trees and buildings) surrounding a Next Generation Weather Radar
(NEXRAD) will contaminate the estimates of weather echo spectral features
(e.g., reflectivity, mean velocity and spectral width). These ground
clutter returns are particularly large at low elevation angles and close
range (e.g., within 40 km). Additionally, the pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) values necessary to obtain the desired Doppler features result in
ground clutter contamination at ranges which are multiples of the unam
biguous range interval (e.g., 125 km - 175 km) for the JDOP (Joint Doppler
Operational Project) strawman design. Fortunately, the ground clutter
power spectrum is localized around zero velocity so that one can reduce its
effects by appropriate Doppler signal processing.

Ground clutter can also be reduced by system siting (including the use
of terrain features, trees and/or fences) to minimize the illumination of
clutter sources and antenna design (especially sidelobes). These alternate
approaches were not considered in this study although they would be
available in the total NEXRAD design.

Automatic reduction of clutter contamination is essential if NEXRAD is
to achieve the desired weather product quality. The NEXRAD system
definition phase Request for Proposal (RFP) specifications (shown in Table
1-1) for the Radar Data Acquisition (RDA) system define a clutter mitiga
tion capability in terms of suppression within certain Doppler velocity
regions. This system definition phase RFP clutter performance specifica
tion was incomplete in a number of respects:

1. quantitative criteria for suppression capability were not clearly
defined,

2. tolerable loss in weather product accuracy was not explicitly
addressed,

3. tests/analyses to be performed by the contractor in conjunction
with clutter rejection capability demonstration were not defined,

4. the use of site dependent clutter rejection (e.g., as a function
of range and elevation angle) was not considered in detail, and

5. the specification implied a certain form of clutter processing
(linear time invariant filter followed by pulse pair estimation
[1,2)).

Many of the above difficulties were noted by the NEXRAD JSPO and/or the
contractors.
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TABLE 1-1. AUGUST 1981 NEXRAD TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
TEXT ASSOCIATED WITH GROUND CLurTER SUPPRESSION.

3.7.1.7 Ground Clutter and Overlaid ECho Capability

The requirements for ground clutter suppression and reduction
of overlaid echoes are defined in the following sections.

3.7.1.7.1 Ground Clutter Suppression

The RDA shall include ground clutter suppression for the
reflectivity channel of 30 dB.

The RDA shall include ground clutter suppression for the
Doppler channel with the following characteristics:

1. Ground clutter suppression: SO dB with a stopband
halfw1dth ot not greater than 3.0 a/s.

2. The stopband halfw1dth shall be selectable: 1.0, 2.0,
and 3.0 mls with radueed clutter rejection capability for
stopband hal£widths of 2 m/ s and below.

3. Pa••band ripple: + 1 dB aaximum.-
3.1.1.7.2 Reduction of Overlaid Echoes

A technique shall be provided to m1nilllize the. obscuration
effect of overlaid echoes in the mean radial velocity and
spect1"Wll width estimates at ranae. between 1 and 230 Ial.

1-2



This report describes the results of a six-month program to yield an
improved specification in a time frame consistent with issuing the RFP for
the validation phase (VP) of the NEXRAD program.

B. Program Tasks

The program had three principal tasks:

1. development of a revised RDA clutter suppression capability
specification,

2. delineation of tests to demonstrate that the desired capabi
lity has been achieved, and

3. supporting analyses.

Each of these three tasks is described below.

1. Specification Development

The background discussion above identified a number of deficiencies
with the System Definition Phase RDA clutter suppression specification.
These were resolved via analytical studies, experimental measurements using
NEXRAD-like radars and simulation studies.

The resulting clutter suppression capability specification
includes quantitative criteria for performance against:

1. a theoretical distributed clutter model similar to that used in the
National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) clutter studies [1], and

2. a discrete scatterer clutter model which approximates much of the
higher level clutter encountered by land-based radars.

Analytical and/or computer simulation studies were conducted to insure that
the criteria developed for each of the clutter types are practically
achievable.

The use of a clutter suppression technique necessarily involves a
loss of weather return data. Consequently, if the clutter at the current
scan's elevation angle and (possibly) range is sufficiently weak, there is
no reason to use a clutter suppression technique. Consequently, the
clutter suppression can be used on a range-elevation selectable basis.

The relative amount of clutter contamination which can be tolerated
for reflectivity estimation is different from that for Doppler products
(e.g., velocity and spectrum variance). Moreover, the capability for
clutter suppression in the reflectivity channel will differ from that for
Doppler data in some (but, not all) system realizations. Thus, it was

1-3



necessary to specify the clutter suppression capability separately for the
reflectivity and velocity products.

During the system definition phase, it became evident that criteria
were needed for clutter rejection techniques (such as spectral domain
estimation) which do not use the more common approach (see Fig. 1-1) of a
cascade of a linear time invariant filter followed by pulse pair pro
cessing. The criteria developed to deal with this contingency consider the
degradation in weather return parameter accuracy as well as clutter
suppression capability.

2. Quality Assurance Section Development

An important element of the overall specification is the tests to be
performed by the contractors to demonstrate that the various performance
criteria have been achieved. The digital signal processing portion of the
RDA clutter rejection system can readily be assessed by computer simula
tions using the defined clutter models. Computer data tapes will be pro
vided to insure that all contractors can perform some tests against the
same environment.

Criteria were developed to insure that the analog radar hardware
[e.g., RF and Intermediate Frequency (IF)] performance is compatible with
the desired clutter rejection capability.

3. Supporting Analyses

In addition to analyses which directly support the RDA specification
and quality assurance material development, studies were carried out on
related issues such as:

a. relation of the clutter rejection specification numerical values to
the NEXRAD weather return estimation capability,

b. relationships/tradeoffs between clutter rejection capability and
certain other key RDA parameters such as scan strategy, obscura
tion avoidance, PRF, desired accuracies, and

c definition of follow-on studies/inputs which will be needed to
develop the final NEXRAD RDA requirements documents.

C. Outline of Remainder of the Report

The remainder of this report is divided into the folloWing sections:

Chapter II. Clutter problems for NEXRAD (supported where possible by
quantitative analyses based on measured data). Specific topics include:

1-4



Time Series

Linear
Time Pulse-pair

Time Invariant- Series Processing
r--

High Pass Filtet

Clutter Suppression Weather Parameter
Estimation

(a) Example of a "Conventional" Clutter Suppression Technique

Spectral Notching t

Fourier
Fast Fourier Smoothing t

~

- Transform Coef. Fitting
Time Series

(b) Example of a "Nonconventional" Clutter Suppression Technique

Fig. 1-1. Approaches to NEXRAD Clutter Suppression.
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a. Obscuration of higher order trip weather by close in clutter
b. Anomalous propagation
c. Detectability of Low Level Wind Shear (LLWS) near airports, and
d. Clutter characteristics for NEXRAD-like applications.

Chapter III. Relation of clutter suppression capability to other key
NEXRAD RDA requirements (e.g., data rate, beam width) and the desired
weather product accuracies.

Chapter IV. Criteria for clutter suppression capability and the
rationale based on (1) and (2).

Chapter V. Defined clutter models for quality assurance tests and
the associated rationale. This includes both theoretical models and
measured I, Q data.

Chapter VI. Hardware tests for clutter suppression quality assurance
and associated rationale.

Chapter VII. Clutter performance capability of representative tech
niques against the specified clutter models and measured clutter data.

Chapter VIII. Areas requiring additional study to develop the
Preproduction Phase RDA clutter suppression specification.
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II. CLUTTER PROBLEM FOR NEXRAD

The temporal (or spectral) and spatial characteristics of ground
clutter have been discussed in many radar books and papers (see, for
example [1,5,6]. Similarly, the effects of ground clutter on weather
parameter estimates have been considered in several recent papers [1,4,
9]. In the interest of report brevity, it is assumed that the reader is
conversant with the above mentioned references.

The coverage region of NEXRAD in relationship to the weather phenomena
of concern is a key factor in understanding the clutter problem for NEXRAD.
Figure 2-1 shows values for ray propagation altitude versus range at typi
cal ground level refractive index values (Ns ):

(a) Ns - 250 is a near minimum level condition (e.g., Caribou, ME,in
March)

(b) Ns - 301 yields the "classical" 4/3 earth mdel gradient, while

(c) Ns - 400 is a near maximum level (e.g., Lake Charles, LA, in
July).

Table 2-1 shows the altitudes associated with some principal weather pheno
mena of interest for NEXRAD.

TABLE 2-1
ALTITUDES FOR SOME SALIENT WEATHER PHENOMENA

Salient Weather Phenomena

Thunderstorm

Severe thunderstorm (mesocyclone)

Stratiform precipitation

Gust front

Down burst

If we further assume that:

Altitude AGL(kft)

2-25

2-35 (2-50)

0-6 (below "bright
band")

0-3

0-0.5 to 0-1 (region
dependent)

(1) the weather phenomena maximum altitude should at least correspond
to the NEXRAD beam centroid,
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(2) mainlobe clutter will occur if the clutter source is within 1.0 0

(the half power beamwidth of the NEXRAD beam) of the beam centroid,
and

(3) typically, a significant number of clutter sources will occur at
elevation angles up to +0.5°. In hilly or mountainous regions,
clutter sources can be found at elevation angles as high as 4°.

It follows from Figure 2-1 and Table 2-1 that a NEXRAD will experience a
significant clutter problem in:

• detecting Low Level Wind Shear (LLWS) events such as gust fronts and
down bursts in the terminal/airport region,

• estimating Doppler data at the beginning of the second, third, etc.
trips (due to obscuration by close-in first trip clutter), and

• accurately estimating stratiform rain rate beyond 50 km in cases
where there are hills or mountains.

Additionally, when Anomalous Propagation (AP) or ducting is present, the
rays which leave the NEXRAD site at low «1°) elevation angles can inter
sect the terrain at distances up to several hundred miles, thus causing
obscuration in many trips. Note, however, that first trip thunderstorms
can generally be measured at elevation angles which do not involve mainlobe
clutter.

The other key factors in the NEXRAD clutter problem are:

(1) clutter levels relative to the weather reflectivity*
(2) spatial distribution of the significant clutter, and
(3) temporal and spectral characteristics of the clutter.

Examples of each of these for the NSSL site in Norman, OK, are presented in
Hamidi and Zrnic'(l]. This site is considered to be a relatively benign
clutter environment due to the lack of hills, mountains and extensive urban
areas.

Figure 2-2 shows the far more challenging clutter environment of the
Doppler weather radar located atop the MIT Meteorology department building
in Cambridge, MA. This site is in the center of the Boston metropolitan
area (Figure 2-3). Figures 2-4 to 2-6 show panoramic photographs. Clutter
arises both from the many man-made structures and the approximately 150
foot-high ridge and hilly region which commences some 6 miles to the west
of the radar.

Figures 2-7 to 2-10 show typical clutter levels for this site con
verted to dBz. We see that much of the clutter at close range has an

*Chapter V discusses clutter levels for idealized distributed clutter
sources; however, we consider the results on actual sites to be far more
relevant for the operationally oriented users.
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effective reflectivity level above 50 dBz. In such cases, even 50 dB of
clutter suppression might not be adequate to yield reliable detection of
low reflectivity phenomena in all radar cells below 1.5 0 elevation angle.

A particularly challenging clutter problem arises when weather from a
higher order trip is obscured by the first trip weather. This problem is
particularly acute in the Doppler channel since the PRF values needed to
give the desired unambiguous Doppler range typically result in the higher
order trip weather being of practical concern.

For a given radar reflectivity (e.g., 30 dBz), the received power
varies proportionally to R-2. Since weather signals are typically charac
terized by radar reflectivity levels, an appropriate way of assessing the
impact of first trip ground clutter is to determine a second trip reflec
tivity level which results in the same received power level. Using the R-2
law, it is easy to show that the first trip clutter has an effective
reflectivity in the second trip which is higher than the first trip reflec
tivity by:

where

K21 = 20 log 10 (1 + Ra/Rl)

Rl = range to clutter

(2-1)

Ra = unambiguous range (e.g., typically 115 km for Doppler data)

The quantity K21 is the range factor for converting first trip dBz values
to equivalent second trip dBz values.

Figure 2-11 is an example of this range factor increase of effective
clutter levels in the second trip for the MIT data. We see that low level
(i.e., <30dBz) ground clutter from the first 30km has the potential for
obscuring a significant region in the second trip. Since the Doppler param
eter errors rise drastically with a signal-to-clutter ratio (S/C) <+10 dB,
at this site it will be very difficult to obtain good Doppler data in much
of the second trip except in the most intense regions of a convective storm
unless clutter filtering is utilized.

Figures 2-12 and 2-13 show how much of the MIT coverage region is
recovered by two levels of ideal clutter cancellation. We see that 20 dB
of cancellation reduces the area of clutter with effective reflectivity >30
dBz by 40% while 35 dB of clutter rejection recovers some 60% of the area.

Figure 2-14 is an example of second trip weather obscuration by
clutter at NSSL site. We see that the automated range de-aliasing
algorithm of Hennington [21] prevented first trip clutter from being
interpreted as second trip weather, but could not recover the second trip
weather which was overlaid by first trip clutter. It should be emphasized
that this problem will occur in most of the scan strategies under con
sideration for NEXRAD, including:
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a.

b.

"a" shows stonn echoes without the
range de-aliasing'a1gorithms and lib"
with range de-aliasing adjustments.

Note that the first trip clutter obscures a considerable
segment of the second trip weather at the beginning of
the second trip.

Fig. 2-14. Illustration of Second Trip \oJeather Obscuration
by NSSL First Trip Clutter.
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(i)
(ii)

(iii)

batch processing ala NSSL [1].
use of a constant, but different PRF on separate frequencies for
reflectivity and velocity estimation, and
use oi separate scans (each at a constant PRF) for reflectivity
and Doppler estimation at low elevation angles.

The temporal and spectral characteristics of the clutter are of con
cern for clutter rejection. No general statement is applicable to all
clutter situations; however, experience at Lincoln [7-9] and elsewhere
[5,6] suggests that the NEXRAD clutter can be considered to be a mixture
of:

(1) reflections from many small scatterers such as tree branches or
ocean waves, which often move with the wind, and

(2) reflections from larger discrete scatterers such as buildings and
mountain sides which are little affected by the wind.

The degree to which one or the other dominates in a given radar cell
depends on the local geometry, season, and size of the radar cell. Recent
Lincoln measurements and analyses of radar clutter in a variety of FAA
[7-9] and DOD programs and the experience of others involved in clutter
measurements (e.g., Georgia Tech [18]) suggest that discrete scatterers prob
ably generate the higher clutter levels in areas which have many man-made
structures.

In the next chapter we will consider how the radar features affect the
clutter spectral characteristics and clutter rejection, while Chapter V
will consider the types of clutter in greater detail.
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III. RELATIONSHIP OF WEATHER PARAMETERS AND CLUTTER SUPPRESSION CAPABILITY
TO RADAR PARAMETERS

In this section, we consider how the weather parameter estimates and
clutter suppression capability are affected by principal radar parameters.
In considering the clutter suppression capability, it is essential that we
keep in mind the overall objective of improving the accuracy of weather
parameter estimates. Suppression of the clutter will generally result in
some degradation of weather parameter accuracy. The net weather parameter
error can be viewed as the sum of:

(1) the error due to the clutter suppression technique, and
(2) the error due to the residual clutter.

Thus, considerable attention was paid to the tradeoff of these two types
of errors.

The section proceeds as follows. First, we will very briefly review
some pertinent features of weather parameter estimation. Next, we consider
how the clutter characteristics will be affected by the radar parameters.
The final section considers weather parameter estimate errors due to
spectral notching by an idealized linear time invariant clutter filter and,
errors due to the clutter residue with a pulse pair processor.

A. Weather Parameter Estimation

Weather parameter [e.g., reflectivity (I), mean velocity (v), spectrum
width (0)] estimation with Doppler weather radars has been discussed in
detail by Zrnic' and Doviak [4, 10], so the discussion here will be terse.
The weather return can be modeled as a Gaussian random process, whose
decorrelation time is determined by the spectrum shape (typically the
width). If we make the further assumption that the weather velocity
spectrum is Gaussian with rms width 0v' the accuracy of the various weather
parameter estimates at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is as follows:

Var(I) K1(Mi Nrg )-l

Var(v) K2 °v (MTs N )-1rg

Var(o) K3 Ov (MTs N )-1rg

(3-1)

(3-2)

(3-3)

where M
Nrg
Mi
Ts

= number of pulses used in estimating the
= number of range gates averaged.
= equivalent number of independent pulses
- pulse repetition period

parameter,

Figure 3-1 shows the relationship of Mi to the spectrum width, pulse repe
tition period and number of pulses averaged. The key features to note from
Eqs. (3-1) to (3-3) and Figure 3-1 are:
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(1) no one weather spectrum width is "worst case" for all three
parameters; rather, narrow widths are a problem for reflectivity esti
mation whereas wide widths cause difficulties in velocity estimation.
The NEXRAD specification [11] considers this by specifying a weather
spectrum width to be associated with the tolerable weather parameter
rms errors as shown in Table 3-1.

(2) the maximum dwell time (MTs ) typically is less than BW/a where BW is
the beamwidth and a the rotation rate to avoid excessive loss of reso
lution. The "average" NEXRAD rotation rate of 2.8 rpm* with a 10 BW
corresponds to MTs = 60 ms.

(3) range averaging is effective in permitting faster rotation rates, but
often will increase the clutter level in a given radar cell. Also, since
range resolution is fixed in the NEXRAD specification, range averaging
can be improved only by shortening the pulse duration which in turn
reduces the SNR.

The relationships above" are important in clutter suppression con
siderations since some forms of clutter cancellation (especially, "batched"
linear filtering followed by pulse pair processing) will result in a smaller
number of samples being available for weather estimation [1]. Linear
filtering can also affect the number of effective independent samples by
changing the weather spectrum width. However, this is probably a second
order effect relative to the bias errors which will be considered in the
last portion of this chapter.

*Corresponding to 14 elevations in 5 minutes.
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TABLE 3-1
TYPICAL REQUIRED AVERAGING TIMES FOR WEATHER PARAMETER ESTIMATES

Parameter Maximum Assumed Weather Required value
std. deviation Spectrum Width of MTs NRG at

(ov) high SNR (ms)

Reflectivity 1 dB 1 mls 3501

Mean velocity 1 m/s 4 mls 282

Spectrum rms 1 mls 4 mls 113
width

Notes:

1. result valid only for MNrg>15

2. result valid only for M>16 at Ts = 0.001

3. result valid only for Ts < 0.002
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B. Relationship of Clutter Characteristics to Radar Parameters

The clutter environment (and consequently) clutter rejection perfor
mance will depend on several of the radar parameters. In particular:

1. the beamwidth and range resolution will determine the clutter area and
hence clutter levels as well as clutter type. For example, the
clutter in a Doppler channel cell with 0.25 km range resolution may
have the character of discrete clutter while the corresponding 1 km
range resolution reflectivity channel cell may appear to have distri
buted clutter since more scatterers are contained in the reflectivity
channel cell.

2. the rotation rate will change the spectrum characteristics of the
clutter. Distributed clutter is typically assumed to be spatially
homogenous with a Gaussian spectrum whose rms width given by [1,5]:

(3-4)

WI = rms width due to wind

W2 = rms width due to rotation = 0.13 aA/BW

where A is the wavelength, a the rotation rate, and BW the one-way beam
width. Figure 3-2 shows the relationship between 0c and a observed experi
mentally at NSSL [1].

Discrete clutter is generally considered to be unaffected by the wind,
hence, the transform of the time-varying return scales in frequency propor
tional to a. The width of the discrete clutter return in a weather estima
tion interval will increase with a, but no precise quantitative expression
[e.g., analogous to (3-4)] is possible since the windowed transform is the
convolution of a time-shifted window function with the transform of the
clutter waveform.

However, some insight can be obtained by considering the spectrum of
the clutter waveform. This is surprisingly easy to summarize since the
discrete clutter time waveform is simply the two-way antenna pattern*,
i.e.,

(3-5)

*It is assumed that the propagation path to the discrete scatterer doesn't
vary over the time period of concern (in particular, that the antenna phase
center is at the center of rotation).
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where ~c = azimuth at which the scatterer is located
Ec = elevation at which the scatterer is located
p(at-~c,Ec) = one-way antenna pattern ~ p().

Consequently, the transform of c(t} is the convolution of the transform of
p(). But since p() is the transform of the aperture excitation [12], it
follows from Fourier theory that the transform of c(t) is the convolution
of the aperture excitation function.

This is an important result since it tells us that the energy spectrum
of a discrete scatterer clutter signal is a compact function, i.e., non
zero only over a finite extent. In particular, the spectrum does not have
"tails" such as are associated with the distributed clutter model spectra.

Figure 3-3 shows the relationship of aperture excitation function to
clutter energy spectrum for a rectangular aperture with uniform excitation.
Figure 3-4 shows a much more realistic excitation function for NEXRAD:

I(r) = 1 - (r/ro)2

where r = distance from center of a parabolic aperture
r o • aperture radius

(3-6)

and the corresponding discrete clutter energy spectrum. The tapered exci
tation of equation (3-4) yields an array pattern of the form

where

p(u) = J2 (u)/u

u == 2 lTro si~/).

~ = conical angle with respect to boresight
J2= second-order Bessel function.

(3-7)

This pattern has a -25 dB first sidelobe with the other sidelobes at least
-40 dB with respect to the peak. Since this sidelobe characteristic clos
ely emulates the NEXRAD specification [11], the excitation of (3-6) was
assumed for all of the discrete scatterer theoretical model simulations.

The relationship of the radar parameters to anomalous propagation (AP)
clutter characteristics is unclear at this point due to lack of Doppler
measurements on AP. The principal uncertainty here is the phase stability
of the refractive index duct. Measurements are essential, but have not
been carried out to date due to the lack of AP conditions at the principal
weather radar sites which can record time series data.

C. Relationship of Clutter Suppression to Weather Parameter Estimates

In the preceding section, we have seen that the radar rotation rate
and the wind condition can change the spectrum width of the clutter signal.
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In this section, we consider how suppressing clutter which has a wider
width may cause errors in the weather parameter estimates and how
unsuppressed clutter causes weather parameter errors.

The weather parameter bias errors due to clutter suppression are com
puted for an idealized linear time invariant high-pass clutter filter (of
various stopband widths) operating on I, Q samples followed by pulse pair
estimation. This particular clutter suppression approach was viewed as
appropriate because:

(1) the original NEXRAD NTR clutter suppression text implicitly
assumes such a form of processing, and

(2) the principal Doppler radar clutter suppression studies to date
[1,2] focussed on this approach.

Figure 3-5 shows the transfer function of the idealized filter. This
filter does not have the ripples associated with practical filters because
our principal objective was to determine the errors due to spectrum trun
cation with the original passband widths in the NTR clutter suppression
section.*

Figure 3-6 summarizes the straightforward approach used to determine
the weather parameter errors when no clutter is presentt. Figures 3-7 to
3-9 show the parameter errors as a function of weather mean velocity (Vav )
for weather widths of 1 mls to 4 mls when the filter stopband width (Vp ) is
3 m/s. Figures 3-10 to 3-15 are the corresponding results at widths of 1
mls and 4 mls when Vp is 1 mls and 2 mls.

Several comments can be made:

(1) reflectivity estimation

The error at the passband edge (Vp=Vav ) is 3 dB for a weather
width crv<Vp since half of weather power 1s in the notch. At wide
widths (Vp < crv), some of weather power is on either side of the
notch when Vav = Vp• If we define Vusab1e = Vp + 1 mis, the
worst error at Vav = Vusab1e occurs for large crv since this
yields the most power in the filter notch.

*Simu1ations of the weather parameter errors with representative
realistic clutter filters (Chapter VII) suggest that the ripples typically
have a much smaller effect than do the spectrum notches for representative

. spectrum widths.

tThe simulation also ignores effects of modifying the front-end noise
spectrum on the weather parameter estimates on the grounds that such errors
are predictable from knowledge of the clutter filter being used.
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OBJECTIVE: UNDERSTAND PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION FOR
PERFECT CLUTTER CANCELLATION

COMPUTATION PROCEDURE

1. WEIGHT GAUSSIAN WEATHER SPECTRUM BY IDEAUZED
TRANSFER FUNCTION

2. INVERSE FOURIER TRANSFORM TO GET AUTOCORRELATION

3. APPLY PULSE PAIR ALGORITHMS TO ESllMATE
WEATHER PARAMETERS

PLOT ERROR As FUNCTION OF WEATHER MEAN VELOCITY FOR FIXED
WEATHER SPECTRUM WIDTH AND CLUTIER FILTER PASSBAND

Fig. 3-6. Computation of Errors for Idealized
LTI Clutter Filter.
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To illustrate t with Vp = 3 m/s there is a 0.7 dB error at Vav
when 0v = .~ m/s and a 1.9 dB error when 0v = 4 mise Thus t "worst
case" Ov for' reflectivity rms errors is not "worst case" for bias
errors due to the clutter filter.

(2) mean velocity estimation

The error at passband edge (Vav = Vp) is greater at large
spectrum widths since more weather power is contained in the
stopband. The pulse pair (PP) error is worse than that for
Fourier analysis:

error (Fourier) = ovN 2n for 0v «Vp (3-8)
- 0.40 m/s at 0v = 1 m/s

versus PP error of 0.75 mls.

The error decreases for I Vav I <Vp• The worst case when Vp = 3 m/s
is at larger widths (1.95 m/s error at Vav = 4 m/s when 0v = 4 m/s).

(3) spectrum width estimation

With Fourier analysis (i.e' t spectrum domain computation) of
spectrum widths, the error for Vav = Vp should be proportional to
0v for 0v « Vp• SpecificallYt for frequency domain estimation
with Vav = Vp

error in estimating 0v = 0.42 0v. (3-9)

The pulse pair errors for 0v = 1.0 agree fairly well with the
expression above. For 0v ~ Vp ' the pulse pair errors are lower
than the above expression.

There is no significant difference between the R(O)/R(l) and
R(1)/R(2) estimators for Ov in terms of clutter filtering
error.

For I Vav I > Vp the Ov errors were all less than 1 m/s. The
greatest extent of 0v errors for I Vav 12. Vp is at the largest Vp ,
but the peak 0v error appears to saturate at 0.75 m/s as Vp
increases.

The weather parameter estimate biases due to clutter filtering must of
course be traded off against the biases which arise when clutter is not
suppressed. For reflectivity estimation, the bias error due to clutter t or
clutter residue is simply

= 10 log10 (S+C) - 10 log10 (S)

= 10 loglO (1 + CiS)

3-26
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where s = net signal power
C = clutter (or clutter residue) power.

The error in mean velocity estimation due to clutter with a Gaussian
spectrum (as computed by Zrnic' and Hamidi [1] is shown in Figure 3-16.
This figure is approximately applicable to a linear time invariant clutter
filter followed by pulse pair estimation for the following reasons:

1. the PP mean velocity error is given by:

where Rc (
Rw (

) = clutter or clutter residue autocorrelation
) = weather autocorrelation

2. since the clutter spectrum and the clutter filter are symmetrical about
zero frequency, the imaginary part of [Rc(Ts )] is zero in either case.

3. by Fourier theory [13]:

where Sc (f) is the clutter (or clutter residue) spectrum. If we assume
that Sc(f) = 0 for f>f o ' then

Taking f o = 100 ciA , 0c = 0.3 mls and Ts = 0.001 sec, we obtain

The upper bound means that one can use the signal-to-clutter residue
power ratio in Figure 3-16 to compute the errors while the lower bound says
that the signal-to-clutter residue ratio should be increased by 1.4 dB
before determining the error from Figure 3-16.

Figure 3-17 shows the corresponding errors for spectrum width bias
error as a function of sic ratio as determined by Zrnic' and Hamidi [1].
The argument above for mean velocity error can be applied in this case
to reach the conclusion the use of signal-to-clutter residue ratio in Figure
3-17 will at worst overbound the error by approximately 1.5 dB in effective
siC ratio for weather widths ~ 4 m/s.
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IV. CLUTTER SUPPRESSION CAPABILITY

In this section, we present the recommended clutter suppression
requirements and the supporting rationale. Our objective here was to
achieve a functional performance specification which:

(1) matches as closely as possible the performance implied in the
system definition phase RDA specification (Table 1-1) without
specifying a particular form of clutter suppression,

(2) has quantitative measures of capability which can directly be
related to weather parameter estimates, and

(3) relates directly to the characteristics of the clutter as they
would be observed with a NEXRAD sensor.

Table 4-1 shows the specification text developed from the current study.
Tables 4-2 and 4-3 provide additional specification details while Figs. 3-6
and 3-7 alluded to in Table 4-1 are Figs. 3-16 and 3-17 in the preceding
chapter. Tables 3-7 and 3-8 alluded to in Table 4-1 are Tables 4-2 and 4-3
in this report.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the rationale for the
various paragraphs in Table 4-1.

A. General Approach to Specification Development

In the preceding chapter, we have seen that a key issue in clutter
suppression is the tradeoff between weather parameter errors due to clutter
suppression and those due to the clutter residue. Paragraph #1 addresses
this by separately specifying the maximum allowable errors in weather param
eter estimates due to:

(1) the clutter suppression technique when no clutter is present, and

(2) the clutter residue as a function of the input signal-to-clutter
power ratio and desired improvement factor.

In an operational radar, these two errors will be present simultaneously.
However, since error (2) is clutter level dependent, it was felt that the
disadvantage of complexity* in a simultaneous error specification would far
outweigh advantage of better approximation to an actual clutter situation.

*A combined error specification would have to describe the allowable error
as a function of 3 independent variables (weather velocity, width and sic
ratio).
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fABLE 4-1

RECOMMENDED CLUTTER SUPPRESSION CAPABILITY SPECIFICATION TEXT

3.7.1.7 Grouod Cluee.r Suppr•••ioe

~

I
N

I ,

12

'3

The objeceive of tbe cluee.r .uppre••ioD c.p.bility i. co
taprov. th. capabiliey Co ....ur. eh. we.ener r.eura p.r...t.r.
in the pr••eace of clutter. Clutter .uppre••ion capability i.
ehar.eeerized in t.rm. of .n taprove.ent in the .quiv.l.nt
.ignal/elutter (SIC) raeio. Tb. v••tb.r reeurn paramet.r error.
wRen clutter i. pre••nt ar. tb••oa of (a) the error vhich
art.aa fro. the aff.ct. of tha clutter .uppre••ion techniqua
(e.I., a clutt.r fl1tar) on the ve.thar r.turn, .nd (b) the SIC
rael0 depend.nt arror whieb ert••• fro. the elueter re.idue.
Jounda on .rror eoneribution (a) ara defined in Tabl•• 3-7 .nd
3-1, While tho.e for contributioo (b) are defioed below and in
rtaurea 3-6 and 3-7.

The IDA .hall includa Irouad eluttar .uppre••lon for the
r.flectivity .nd Doppl.r che.....l ....tinl the require.ot••ho....
iD Tabla. 3-7 .ad 3-8, re.pecti..ly. when the ~ clutter
.u,pr•••iOD capabillty 1. characterir.d by the leprov..eot io
the abillty to ••••ur. the weaeher r.turn p.raaetar••e •
ooalDal 2.1 GIla for. at.adard Gauea1aD raudo. proc••• v••eher
return .od.l in tbe pr...oc. of eaen of the follovi.. cluet.r
aod.l.. Clute.r -od.l ~ i. a Gaue.iaD rando. proc••• vlth •
Gaua.iaD .p.ctru. c.ot.r.d at r.ro ••aD v.locity. Th••pectrwa
rIl. vidtb 1& the root .u. .quar. of 0.1 ..-1 anA the nu vidth
due to tha aDe.nDa rot.tioD r.t••t the botto. two .1.v.tioD

anale.. Cluttar .odal I rapr••ant. a .catt.r1oa acho from a
,oiDt t.&let ••od con.i.t. of • coaplex vav.forll vith raDdo.
pba•• aDd aD ••plitud••D.-lop. vU1cb i •• r.pllea of the
tvo-way antenna patt.rn.

At .D sIc po...r ratl0 of (1'" I) dl. the veathar ratUrD
par...e.r .rror. due to clute.r for ehe .tandard veatb.r r.turD
.od.l .hall b. 1... ebao or .qual to ehae .bo... 1. filur. 3-6
for redial velocity and io rilure 3-7 for ...ctf1a widtn. Th.
bia. error of the r.flectivity ••aaurem.DC .1Iall be 1••• tban

-10 lollO( 1
1
+ '1 )

wner.: I. &DtUol (0.1(1 - I» 11 th••qDlval.Dt dlDal to
clutter powr ratio

X ia the iaput .1lnal to clutt.r pov.r ratio iD dl

I i. th. Irouod elutt.r .uppr•••ion capabiliey in dB
(ae l.a.t 3~ dl for r.flaetivity data. Dr tDa
r.quir...ne .t.tad ia T.bl. 3-8 for redlal v.locity Dr
.pactru. vidth data.)

14

15

'6

If clutt.r .u,praa.ioD i. acco.pli.had by a 11Dear ti..
invartant filter followed by a cODvaDtioDal veather raturn
par...t.r a.tl..tloa .cbaae ( ••••• pul•• palr allorltna). tha
clutt.r r.j.etlon e.p.bility caD ba cDaraetarired by the ratio
of the filtar output povar to fl1ter input power for tha v.rlou.
eluttar aodal•• aa ll1uatrate4 In Fllur. 3-8.

1ha Gov.meant will .upply: (a) a .ita p.culiar alav.tion .naia
l04epeDdent cluttar .uppre••ion aap VhiCD .pecifie. too•• 1'.....

and arimutha .t which clutt.r .uppra••ion viII ba appliad. aDd
(b) a .1ta p.culiar tabla indicatina the amount of clutt.r
auppr•••loD ( ••lectad fraa Tabla 3-8) to be .ppll.d .t aaeh
.lav.tion ...1. in accordanca with (a).

Wbar. tbe clutter auppr•••ion i. off. thar••h.ll ba DO
taared.tion ia the vaatber raturn par...tar .ceuracy wlth
raap.et to SeetioDa 3.7.1.2.3.1 .nd 3.7.1.2.3.2. In addltioD.
capaDility ....11 be provid.d for Gove.-ne acc••a ta tna
clutt.r .uppr•••10D canttal 11aa••



TABLE 4-2

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BIAS IN REFLECTIVITY ESTIMATES
DUE TO THE USE OF CLUTTER SUPPRESSION

Bias Error With High slc Ratio (dB)

Weather
Spectrum Width Clutter Model Clutter Model

ms-l A B

1 10 10

2 2 2

3 1 1

>3 <1 <1

Any bias of reflectivity estimates when clutter
suppression 1. applied shall be systematic.

The reflectivity estimate bias 1s systematic 1f
predictable from mean velocity and/or spectrum width
parameters of the standard weather model.
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TABLE 4-3

CLUTTER SUPPRESSION FOR RADIAL VELOCITY AND
SPECTRUM WIDTH ESTIMATES

ReqUired Ground Clutter Suppression
Capability (I) in dB Required for Two
Lowest Elevations Levels

Minimum Usable.
Weather Re turn
Ve loci ty. vmin. Clutter Model A Clutter Model B
in ms-l

2 20 20

3 28 30

4 50 50

*The weather return 1. deemed usable if, with the clutter
suppression technique operating at a high SiC ratio, the
mean velocity and spectrum width estimate biases and
standard deviations are each less than 2.0 ms-1 at a
signal to noise ratio of equal or higher than 5 dB for
standard weather model returns With a mean velocity
magnitude ~ vadn and a spectrum width between 1.0 ms-l
and 4.0 ms-l • The assumed carrier frequency is 2.8 GHz.
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The rationale used to bound the type (1) errors in the accompanying
tables was a function of the particular weather parameter and will be
discussed in the following two sections. One general problem here was that
the system definition phase NTR (NEXRAD Technical Requirements) specifica
tion did not directly specify allowable bias errors. However, since the
effects of a bias error and twice the NTR rms errors will be similar for
most NEXRAD applications, twice the rms errors were used as maximum
allowable bias errors in Tables 4-2 and 4-3.

The use of two clutter models for performance assessment in paragraph
#2 in Table 4-1 was motivated by the desire to emulate the principal
features of ground clutter. Much of the rationale for the particular
models used was discussed in Chapter III and more will be presented in the
next chapter.

The exact meaning of the numerical clutter suppression capability in
the original specification was unclear. The Groginsky-Glover paper [2]
discusses the ratio of peak amplitude into an infinite impulse response
(IIR) filter to the peak amplitude out of the filter as the antenna scans
by a fixed discrete scatterer. Informal discussions with some of the par
ticipants in the original drafting group indicate that the rejection figure
specified in the original NTR specification would correspond to the clutter
filter notch depth at zero mean velocity.

Neither of these interpretations was fully satisfactory because of the
following:

1. the clutter (and clutter residue) from a point scatter is a time
varying quantity whose average power (i.e., energy) over the
period of weather parameter integration is the key quantity in
determining the error due to the clutter. Also, it was unclear
how discrete scatterer rejection would be related to rejection of
distributed clutter.

2. specification of a filter by the notch depth at zero frequency and
the half-power passband edges does not provide an adequately tight
bound on the clutter power reduction. Since it is the siC ratio
which determines the error, it was essential to either add a stop
band width specification to the original specification or, phrase
the suppression in terms of equivalent clutter power reduction.
The latter course was viewed as the only appropriate choice if a
functional performance specification was to be developed.

Thus, in paragraph #3 of Table 4-1, the reduction in effective clutter-to
signal power (energy) ratio is used to quantitatively characterize the
amount of clutter suppression.
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It was essential to determine that the required amount of clutter
power reduction shown in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 could be achieved by represen
tative clutter suppression techniques. This was accomplished by the simu
lation studies described in Chapter VII.

One difficulty with the use of the effective clutter power reduction
concept in paragraph #3 of Table 4-1 and the accompanying error bounds is
the need for a large number of simulations to explore the various weather
mean velocity and spectrum width parameter combinations.

When the clutter suppression is accomplished by the use of a linear
time invariant (LTl) filter followed by conventional (e.g., pulse pair)
weather parameter estimation, the capability assessment in the presence of
clutter can be determined from filter input-output power relationships
which give equivalent results (recall Chapter III) with much less effort.
Thus, paragraph #4 in Table 4-1 calls for the use of a filter input-output
power ratio in such cases. It is implicitly assumed in paragraph #4 that
the LTI filter has unity gain in the passband region so that the change in
clutter power equals the change in sIc ratio for weather with a mean veloc
ity greater than Vusable. Figure 3-8 referred to in paragraph #4 is Fig.
4-1 of this chapter.

Since achieving greater clutter suppression will introduce the possi
bility of greater weather parameter errors when the weather mean velocity
is near zero, it is important that the clutter suppression capability be
used only in those regions in which it is needed. Paragraphs #5 and #6 in
Table 4-1 provide the capability for achieving a degree of control in the
clutter filtering. The text shown here represents a tradeoff between opti
mization of clutter cancellation, hardware considerations, and the desire
not to deviate from an earlier concensus of the principal users. In
particular:

1. the degree of clutter suppression does not change as a function of
azimuth at a given range and elevation angle (to simplify pro
cessing with IIR clutter filters at constant PRF).

2. the amount of clutter suppression to be used at a given elevation
angle is constant so that suppression parameters ° (e.g., filter
coefficients) need not change in processing a given azimuth - ele
vation ray, and

3. it was assumed that accomplishing no clutter suppression at a
given azimuth range bin could be easily accomplished by bypassing
(or paralleling) the clutter suppression operation. In such a
case, the weather parameter accuracy should be identical to that
if no clutter suppression were in use.

The term of "government access to the clutter control lines" was retained
since it represented the results of an earlier principal users consensus.
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B. Rationale for Doppler Parameter Specification

The clutter suppression capability for the weather mean velocity and
spectrum width estimates was developed by interpreting the NTR specifica
tion [11] in the context of the work by Groginsky and Glover [2]. In
particular:

1. the +1 dB ripple in the clutter filter passband for the Doppler
channel was developed from a goal of +1 mls velocity error [2].
However, the velocity error induced by a clutter filter passband
ripple depends on the filter ripple period, as well as the ripple
amplitude (as will be shown in Chapter VII). Thus, the new speci
fication directly specifies the maximum allowable velocity error
due to the clutter filter.

2. similarly, the original specification discusses filter stopbands,
whereas what is desired is accurate weather parameter estimates
whenever the weather mean velocity is above some minimum velocity.
Thus, we specify here a minimum "usable" velocity which
corresponds to the velocity at which weather parameter estimates
would have met the desired accuracies with the clutter filter
passbands as specified in the original earlier NTR.

The error which arises due to weather spectrum "notching" depends on
the exact clutter filter shape which was loosely specified in the
earlier specification. However, to a first approximation, the
passband width is the major determinant of this error. Thus, the
idealized filter results of the preceding chapter were used as
the basis for determining the usable velocity-tolerable error
specification.

c. Rationale for Reflectivity Estimate Specification

The clutter specification for the weather reflectivity estimate was
developed from the earlier NTR through discussions with users [especially
those associated with the National Weather Service (NWS)]. There is a par
ticular NWS need for accurate reflectivity estimates at all mean radial
velocities; consequently, the concept of minimum usable velocity was not
appropriate. On the other band, it was recognized that accurate estimation
of zero mean radial velocity weather in the presence of clutter could only
be accomplished when the weather spectrum width was larger than that of the
clutter.

Thus, it was viewed as appropriate to bound the errors due to the
clutter suppression technique as a function of weather spectrum width. The
particular bounds shown in Table 4-2 were obtained by considering the
following suppression techniques:
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(a) signal variability processors under study by D. Sirmans (NSSL)
and K. Shreeve (NWS), and

(b) the linear filter - PP processor errors at zero mean velocity
which are presented in Chapters III and VII.

Both of these techniques gave essentially identical results. It should be
noted that the errors with technique (b) at non-zero weather mean radial
velocities will be considerably smaller than those for technique (a). On
the other hand, technique (a) does not require the use of a wide dynamic
range linear receiver in the reflectivity channel.

The bounds on reflectivity error in the presence of clutter are the
difference between the signal-and-clutter (residue) power versus the signal
power which was given in Eq. (3-10).
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v. CLUTTER MODELS

In this chapter, we discuss modeling of clutter for the purpose of
clutter suppression specification and testing. Historically, the principal
emphasis in clutter modeling has been on homogeneous distributed clutter
from a random scattering surface because of:

(1) ease of theoretical analysis, and

(2) its utility in predicting clutter performance in practical
applications such as sea clutter or land clutter as seen
from aircraft.

However, it has been recognized that land clutter illuminated at the near
grazing angles characteristic of NEXRAD operation is not adequately charac
terized by such a model, especially in the presence of man-made objects.

Section A discusses the classical distributed model considered by
Hamidi and Zrnic' [1] and the difficulties encountered in applying this
model to represent actual radar sites. Section B considers a discrete
scatterer model, while section C addresses measured clutter data from
existing S-band radars as a model more typical of the actual NEXRAD
environments.

A. Homogeneous Distributed Clutter

1. Received Power Levels

The received clutter power, Pc, in a radar measurement cell can be found by
the classic radar equation:

(5-1)

where

PT = power transmitted
G • antenna gain
A • wavelength
R • range
a = radar cross section for the cell

For scattering by a large number of random, homogeneous scatterers (e.g.,
ocean waves, trees, cornstalks, etc.), the radar cross section is given by:
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where 00 = scattering cross-section/unit area
Ai = area illuminated

= O.SR eC1' sec,
e = antenna beamwidth
l' = pulse duration
c '" velocity of propagation
, '" angle of incidence on surface.

(S-2)

(5-3)

Combining equations (S-I) through (S-3), we obtain:

(5-4)

The elevation angle dependence of 00 is an important factor. If the
terrain could be modeled as a single layer of isotropically scattering
spheres which did not shadow one another, then 00 would be independent of
,. However, it has been found empirically (see pages 7S-77 of Long [18])
that the relationship:

00 '" y sin, (5-5)

where y is independent of ~ provides a much better fit to the observed
data.

Substituting (5-5) into (5-2) and (5-3), we obtain:

o .. y 0.5 e Rc1' tan 4> (5-6)

At the low elevation angles characteristic of NEXRAD mainlobe clutter:

tan 4> III h/R (5-7)

where h is the neightof the antenna phase center above the scattering
objects. Using the approximation of Eq. (5-7) in (5-6) we obtain:

a III 0.5 y h c T e

which is now independent of Rand 4>, and

Pc =
Pt G2 A2

(O.S h c l' e).
(4rr)3 R4 Y

(5-8)

(S-9)
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Eq. (5-9) shows that low NEXRAD phase center heights are advantageous for
clutter mitigation (albeit disadvantageous from the viewpoint of achieving
a line-of-sight to weather at low elevation angles. For "typical" values
of • "" IllS, 8=1°, and h = 10m, the product 0.5 h c • 8 = 24 m2 = +14 dB
with respect to 1 m2•

Tree-covered surfaces probably represent the most likely case of a
land-based homogeneous, random clutter source which would provide appre
ciable clutter returns. Figs. 5-1 and 5-2 show the results of clutter
measurements by Raytheon [17] at S- and X-band on heavily wooded hills near
Harvard, MA. We see that y at the angles of incidence of concern for
NEXRAD (typically <2°) was not significantly affected by frequency, but did
decrease near-grazing incidence for trees without leaves.

A y level of -15 dB with the "typical" .8h product above corresponds
to a a of 0.8 m2• In Fig. 5-3 we compare the signal return from clutter
with cross sections of 0.01 m2 and 1 m with representative weather reflec
tivities. We see that the returns from clutter with such cross sections
could be of significant concern out to substantial ranges. Fortunately,
the situation is not as bad as suggested by Fig. 5-3 since earth curvature*
and/or shadowing by intervening objects will mitigate much of the tree
clutter under normal propagation conditions.

Table 5-1 shows some other examples of land clutter reflectivity (00)
values at low grazing levels. Reflectivity levels of -30 dB correspond to
a a of +1.0 m2 for typical NEXRAD parameters at a range of 10 km; hence we
can see that other types of homogeneous terrain as well as trees may repre
sent a significant clutter problem if illuminated by the NEXRAD radar, espe
cially when anomalous propagation (AP) occurs.

2. Amplitude Distribution of Distributed Clutter

The above discussion has shown that distributed scatterers such as
trees can produce large enough signals to be of concern for NEXRAD.
Theoretically, the net return from such scatterers should be a complex
Gaussian process (i.e., a Rayleigh distributed net power) as long as there
are a large number of scatterers in a radar resolution cell.

Examination of the validity of Gaussian distribution model has
generally been proceeded by two approaches:

*If the NEXRAD antenna phase center is Ah feet above the surrounding trees,
the radio horizon with normal refraction will be at a range of 2.7 IAh km =
12 km for Ah = 50 feet.
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TABLE 5-1. LAND CLUTTER REFLEcrIVITY (0 to 1.0° INCIDENT ANGLE) (FROM [5]).

Rctlc..:tivity. dB. beluw I m2 /m 2 at IIldi..:ated carrier frequen..:y. Gill

Terrain type
UHf L S C X Ku Ka
0.5 1.2 3.0 5.0 0.3 17 35

"m'''~4 am~(1H4
.

"m' "~4 " tn' "R4 <1 ",' a~4 (Jm'''1i4 "1Il'''R4

Desert -l5.35 -.31 38.30

Cultivated 30.- 32V.- JR.30 36.30 23/f.15H
land 28.- ISV.IOV

Open wouds 34f1.- 33.26 30.22

Wooded hills 24.18 35.20 32.24 -.27 30.20 21H.13/1
34.- 45.27 47.29 36.28 13V.HV

Sl1Iali house 35.26 35.26 30.24
Districts 36.-

Cities ~~ - 30.20 24.1-l--.
30.-

Average of both polarizations except where noted. 2 2
cr = median backscatter coefficient in decibels below 1 m 1m
cr~~= coefficient that 84 percent of the cells are below
pulse length:::::l J.,lsec
beamwidth:=::::2°
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(1) comparison of the distribution of received power from different
cells with a Rayleigh distribution, and

(2) determination of various statistics ratios such as the ratio of
the average cross section to the median cross section (=1.45 for a
Rayleigh process).

Directly applicable data at S-band is scarce. Fig. 5-4 shows an example of
the distribution of 0 for cultivated terrain at X-band. In this case, the
00 distribution is more nearly log normal than Rayleigh. At higher eleva
tion angles, the distributions at X-band were more nearly Rayleigh. On
the other hand, Long [17] describes C-band forest measurements as being
nearly Rayleigh distributed.

3. Spectral Characteristics of Distributed Clutter

Perhaps more important from the NEXRAD modeling viewpoint is the time
fluctuation of the cross section for vegetated terrain as a function of
wind speed since this will determine how much clutter can be suppressed by
a high-pass filter (or its equivalent). Hamidi and Zrnic' [1] suggested
that the clutter spectrum is Gaussian distributed with a width determined
by the wind velocity and the antenna scan rate. This model may encounter
difficulties at very low scan rates or, when the antenna is motionless. It
is generally accepted [18,19] that at low wind velocities a substantive
portion of the echo from a single ground patch does not fluctuate, i.e.,
the return appears to be a de component with a fluctuating component which
depends on the wind velocity. At higher velocities, this de component
vanishes, but the resulting spectrum appears to have broader than expected
"tails" which are attributed to scatterer rotation combined with random
movement. Fig. 5-5 shows a measured X-band fluctuation spectrum rms width
for heavily forested terrain in a strong wind. We see that the spectrum
tails drop off more slowly than a Gaussian model.

The "saving grace" in modeling distributed clutter from vegetation in
the NEXRAD context is that the principal contribution to spectrum width
will generally come from antenna rotation as was shown in Fig. 3-2. The
spectrum of clutter for a scanning antenna is the convolution of the
antenna scan spectrum with the clutter spectrum due to wind. The antenna
scan spectrum (recall Fig. 3-4) is approximately Gaussian near its peak,
but has tails which drop off faster than a Gaussian distribution.
Consequently, the convolution is probably well approximated as Gaussian
although the spectrum tails may still drop off more slowly than a Gaussian
distribution at high wind velocities*.

*The S-band spectrum measurements at NSSL in [1] obtained at low wind veloc
ities show no evidence of a substantial deviation from a Gaussian spectrum.
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4. Principal Problems with the Distributed Clutter Model

Although the distributed clutter models of Equations (5-4) and (5-9)
with the Gaussian spectrum assumption [Equation 3-4] are quite commonly
used in radar system design (see e.g., [5]), it has been long recognized
that the model is generally not applicable to all land clutter situations.
For example, Nathanson and Reilly (in [6]) state that:

"It is well known that the reflectivity (ao) of both natural and
man-made objects on the surface of the earth is generally much
higher than that for sea. clutter. However, there are con
siderable differences in the land clutter mcdels used to deter
mine performance of MIl, pulse-Doppler, pulse compression
techniques, etc. A considerable portion of the discrepancy
results because the spatial distribution of land clutter deviates
from a Rayleigh distribution at low grazing angles.

Most land clutter measurements have been made from airplanes
where the returns are averaged over large spatial areas having
fluctuating scatterers, and the depression angle is large so that
there is little masking or shadowing. As a result, the dif
ference between the measured mean and median values of ao are
within a few dB of each other. With a surface radar the distri
bution functions of ao are highly skewed and frequently fit a
log-normal distribution more closely than a Rayleigh distribu
tion. In other words, the logarithm of the reflectivity (ao in
dB) is approximately normally distributed. In the land clutter
studies that have been made with surface radars, the mean value
of reflectivity (ao) is frequently 20 dB above the median value
(am)' The mean value is dominated by a few strong reflectors
such as buildings, water towers and mountain cliffs. The median
value is highly dependent on the masking or shadowing by the con
tours of the terrain."

Thus, it was necessary to develop an alternative clutter model which would
take into account the factors discussed above.

B. Discrete Scatterer Model

Observations of clutter with narrow beams and short pulses [9,19J at
L-band and S-band have shown that much of the stronger clutter appears to
be confined to single radar resolution cells which suggest discrete scat
terers are a principal contributer. Similarly, Ward (in [6]) recommends
that land clutter be represented by point reflectors with radar cross
sections from 10 to 104 m2 uniformly distributed in area out to 40 km in
range.

Thus a discrete scatterer model represents an important complement to
the distributed clutter model described earlier. The key issues to be
addressed are:
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(1) phase stability of discrete scatterer returns, and

(2) how many discrete scatterers should be assumed to be present in a
given radar resolution cell.

Phase variation during the reception of signals from a discrete scat
terer could arise from a variety of sources including:

(a) phase instabilities in the transmitter/receiver electronics

(b) phase center offset from the axis of rotation for the antenna,
and/or

(c) variation in the propagation path refractive index.

System instabilities are discussed in Chapter IV. These were not incor
porated in the clutter model since they are very hardware dependent and,
can be assessed best experimentally.

Figure 5-6 shows the amplitude and phase of the received signal as the
MIT radar scanned by a tower at a range of approximately 60 km. The sym
metrical phase variation with scan angle suggests that source (b) above was
the principal contributor to phase variation for this system. Since
mechanism (b) is also hardware dependent, it was not incorporated into a
"universal" clutter model*.

The number of discrete scatterers in a radar resolution volume is not
a critical issue for clutter suppression by linear time invariant filters
as long as practical non-linearities such as improper AGe setting do not
arise. This is because the clutter residue from several discrete scat
terers is the sum of the individual discrete scatterer residues. What is
importantt is that the discrete scatterer angular location be allowed to
have an arbitrary position relative to the radar cell centroid since the
discrete scatterer return is non-stationary in the time domain.

When two sizeable discrete scatterers are in a given radar cell with
relative phases differing by 180°, it is possible to have situations in
which the received signal power level changes very rapidly 1n a small azi
muth sector. This rapid change could produce difficulties for some AGe
schemes; however, the likelihood of this is probably small. For example,
Ward's model (in [6]) for discrete scatterers yields an average of 0.25
scatterers per NEXRAD Doppler product resolution cell, and a 5% probability
of two or more scatterers in a given cell.

*Also, the phase variation in Fig. 5-6 is quite slow.
tEspecially, in the case of clutter suppression and weather parameter
estimation on blocks of time series data.
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Since the actual density of discrete scatterers can only be resolved
by experimental measurements, it is probably more reasonable to simply use
actual recorded clutter time series to address performance when multiple
discrete scatterers are present.

C. Recorded Clutter Time Series

The use of recorded clutter time series data has a number of
advantages:

(1) a variety of combinations of discrete and distributed clutter, and

(2) representative spatial variation in clutter characteristics.

Thus, at the outset of this study, it had been hoped that recorded clutter
time series could be used as one of the clutter models for system specifi
cation and quality assurance testing.

However, a number of difficulties were encountered:

(1) digital recording of I,Q time series data is essential if the
recorded data is to have the dynamic range and linearity con
sistent with demonstrating clutter suppression in excess of 40 dB.
Unfortunately, several appropriate weather radars (e.g., those
used in the JAWS project) can not make such digital recordings
at this time,

(2) the clutter suppression capability of existing radars is often
limited by transmitter/receiver instabilities to a level below
that called for in the specification (e.g., the MIT and NSSL
radars). These instabilities typically reflect the fact that
these radars were designed for weather parameter estimation
without clutter filtering (in which case considerable phase and
amplitude variation can be tolerated [20]), and

(3) a significant fraction of the clutter at some of the sites (e.g.,
MIT and NSSL) arises from moving objects (e.g., cars) and hence
will not be suppressed by techniques which assume that the clutter
is centered about zero velocity. Although these clutter sources
are an important part of the NEXRAD clutter environment, it is not
expected that they will be suppressed as indicated in Chapter III.
Hence, their existence would make the measured clutter data
inappropriate for testing a suggested clutter technique against
the specification.

In conclusion, although measured clutter data has many advantages for
assessing the final NEXRAD integrity, it does not seem appropriate at this
time to include performance against such data as part of the NEXRAD
section 3.7.1.7 specification at this time.
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VI. RECOMMENDED HARDWARE TESTS FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE

The tests to be performed by the contractors to demonstrate that the
various performance criteria are achieved is an important part of the
overall specification. Table 6-1 describes the clutter suppression quality
assurance text developed from the present study and subsequent comments
from potential users.

Since much of the clutter suppression will be accomplished by digital
processing of digitized I.Q samples from the radar. it was reasonable to
have much of the demonstration accomplished by digital simulation. Section
A discusses the rationale for the digital simulation tests discussed in
paragraph #2 of Table 6-1. It is also necessary that the RDA (i.e••
transmitter and receiver) also have the requisite stability and linearity
if the clutter suppression goals are to be achieved in practice. Section B
presents the rationale for the tests described in paragraphs #3 and #4 of
Table 6-1.

A. Digital Simulation Tests

The clutter models and performance criteria discussed in the clutter
specification text are quite straightforward to simulate. Hamidi and
Zrnic' [1] and Zrnic' [3] discuss how time series may be generated with a
Gaussian spectrum of specified spectrum width centered about a mean radial
velocity. Although this approach will give insight into the clutter
suppression statistics. it does require a substantial number of Monte Carlo
simulations to determine the suppression capability.

We anticipate that the evaluation of distributed clutter suppression
and weather parameter errors for clutter suppression by a linear time
invariant (LTI) filter followed by pulse pair estimation would be
accomplished by the method used in Chapters III and VII:

1. determine the input spectrum

2. multiply the input spectrum by the squared filter frequency response

3. inverse transform to obtain the output autocorrelation function.
and

4. obtain the weather clutter parameters estimates by the usual PP
algorithms.

B. Hardware Tests

The instability residue power test described in paragraph #3 of Table
6-1 is a necessary. but not sufficient, condition for achieving the desired
50 dB of clutter rejection in the Doppler velocity parameter estimates.
The instability residue of principal concern corresponds to frequencies
which would be in the usable velocity region (e.g., outside the stopband of
the clutter filters).
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#1

#2

#3

#4

TABLE 6-1. RECOMMENDED QUALITY ASST~CE TEST
ASSOCIATED WITH CLUTTER SUPPR~SSION.

4.2.5.2.1 RnA Performance Tests

The RDA performance testing of the preproduction system shall consist
of a series of tests using the operating parameters established for
the site, and using live and recorded weather data. The contractor
shall perform tests to verify the performance of the radar and its
associated signal processor in the presence of ground clutter and
various weather phenomena.

Demonstration of the ground clutter suppression capability shall be
accomplished by processing of simulated digitized samples from
individual range gates and by the tests described below. For purposes
of simulation, the system front end noise may be ignored, but
quantization noise and arithmetic precision effects shall be
considered. The clutter suppression capability simulation studies
will use clutter models A and B, and simulated weather data with
various mean velocities and spectrum widths.

The integrated instability residue power measured in the frequency
domain shall be at least SOdB below the peak signal power as measured
with a normal prt on a point target with the antenna in a fixed
position.

The signal return from a fixed discrete scatterer (e.g., a corner
reflector) in the antenna far field (using the normal radome and
at the PRF to be used at low elevation angles) shall be used to
provide a clutter model B signal. The suppression of this signal
(characterized 1n accordance with Section 3.7.1.7) shall be no
worse than that shown for clutter model B in Tables 3-7 and 3-8
with 5 dB degradation allowed for range testing imperfections.
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For example, if the LTI clutter filter stopband width is 1 mls with
the bulk of the clutter energy at velocities <0.25 mIs, one is principally
concerned about the instability residue spectrum at frequencies >13 Hz
equals (i.e., velocities above 0.75 m/s). The measurement of power at such
frequencies without contamination by the large component at zero frequency
has been discussed in the literature (see e.g., references [14] and [15]).
The key factors to be considered are:

1. use of a sufficiently long time interval for Fourier analysis so
that the mainlobe of the zero velocity signal does not extend into
the frequency band of interest,

2. use of an appropriate time window and choice of frequencies for
spectrum computation so that the sidelobes of the zero frequency
signal do not bias the instability residue power. and

3. averaging in the time domain to achieve stable estimates.

Fig. 6-1 shows a field measurement (at Fort Sill, OK) of the Doppler
spectrum on a stationary C-band radar using a TWT transmitter*. The
spectrum was computed by an FFT using a uniform time window whose nulls
occur at the evaluation frequencies (thus, the high sidelobes due to the
zero velocity peak do not appear). The integrated instability residue
power assuming all non-zero frequency bins are of concern can be computed
as follows:

Relative Power
Level (dB)

-60
-62
-65
-67
-73

105 x Relative
Power

0.1
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.01

Number of
Frequencies

(NF)

1
2
3
2
56

NF x 105 x
Relative Power

0.1
0.13
0.09
0.04
0.28

Total Power

Integrated instability residue - ~2 dB

0.64

Fig. 6-2 shows the stationary antenna power spectrum measured at 1000 Hz
PRF on the S-band Doppler radar at MIT [16]. This radar uses an FPS-18
klystron with a solid state Stable Local Oscillator (STALO) and the origi
nal (noisy) exciter chain. By computations similar to those above. we find
that the integrated instability residue power for this radar is -44 dB, so

*Klystrons such as are used in the S-band ASR-8 would show a lower instabil
ity residue than a TWT.
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that this radar with its current hardware cannot achieve 50 dB of clutter
power suppression. By replacing the exciter chain and improving the power
supply, it would be possible to reduce the MIT radar instability residue to
less than -50 dB. .

The measurement of instability residue power involves a very small
portion of the overall system linear dynamic range. It is thus necessary
to have an additional test which exercises a much greater portion of the
system dynamic range.

The use of the signal return from a fixed scatterer as the antenna
scans to furnish a clutter model B-like target in paragraph 4 of Table 6-1
is intended to accomplish such a test. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 show an example
of the output from nearby range gates as the MIT radar was scanned by a
radio tower at a range of approximately 30 nmi. Calculation shows that the
return from a range bin 1/4 nmi away from the range bin containing the
tower is some 45 dB below the tower peak level. This relative level dif
ference suggests that the rejection of this clutter from the radio tower*
will be limited by the radar system instability and by front-end noise, but
not by clutter from objects near the ground level.

Figure 6-5 shows a representative stationary antenna power spectrum
measured on the NSSL radar at Norman, OK. The spectrum here drops off
quite differently in frequency from the MIT radar so that the instability
residue levels are a function of the clutter suppression stopband. For a 1
m/s stopband, the NSSL residue level is approximately -29 dB while a 3 mls
stopband has an instability level of approximately -41 dB.

*Experimental results on rejection of this clutter signal are described in
Chapter VII.
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VII. CLUTTER SUPPRESSION PERFORMANCE OF REPRESENTATIVE FILTERS ON MODEL AND
MEASURED CLUTTER DATA

In this section, we present numerical results for clutter suppression
and weather parameter errors using several representative techniques
against 1) the various clutter and weather models, and 2) measured clutter
time series from the MIT and NSSL S-band weather radars. The objective of
these computations was to demonstrate that the numerical values in the
specification are practically achievable.

In all cases, the clutter suppression technique considered was an LTI
filter followed by pulse pair estimation. Two types of LTI filters were
considered:

(1) a 39-point finite impulse response (FIR) equiripple design using
the Parks-McClelland procedure [22], and

(2) elliptical 3-pole infinite impulse response (IIR) filters such as
were considered by Groginsky and Glover [1].

Each of these filter types has its merits for the present exercise: the FIR
filters provide a direct tradeoff between stopband and passband width with
deviations from the desired shape while IIR filters require fewer multipiles
and less data storage as well as offering somewhat greater notch depths.
Section A considers the performance of FIR filters on synthetic data while
in Section B we assess the IIR filter performance on the same data sets.
in Section C shows examples of applying the FIR filter designs to measured
clutter time series.

A. Finite Impulse Response Filter Results For Weather and Clutter Models

Four FIR filter designs were considered with the parameters shown in
Table 7-1. Filters 1-3 were chosen to correspond to the clutter filter
passband widths discussed in the original NTR specification while filter 4
was designed to meet the reflectivity clutter rejection specification.

Figure 7-1 shows the filter frequency response* for filter 1. We see
that the filter has a deep notch at zero velocity (approximately -50 dB)
and ripples of +2 dB in the passband. Figure 7-2 shows the suppression for
clutter model A--as a function of the clutter spectrum width. We see that
although the notch depth is over 50 dB, the clutter suppression is only 30
dB for a motionless antenna (clutter "intrinsic" width of 0.1 m/s) and
approximately 20 dB for a more typical NEXRAD width of 0.25 mls. The
possibility of such large differences between notch depth and actual
suppression capability was one of our major concerns with the original NTR
specification (recall the discussion in section A in Chapter IV).

*The computer-generated frequency scale in this (and all subsequent fre
quency response plots) is in terms of the fractional Nyquist rate. To
facilitate conversion to meteorologically significant terms, we have indi
cated salient velocities assuming an unambiguous Doppler velocity of 30
m/s.
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TABLE 7-1. PARAMETERS FOR FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE CLUTTER FILTERS.

Stopband Passband Stopband Ripple/
Filter Width Width Passband Ripple Peak Ripple (dB) in

ii (m/s) (mig) Weighting Stopband Passband

1 0.33 1.0 5: 1 -21 2.0

4 0.50 1.5 12:1 -30 2.8
2 0.67 2.0 20: 1 -37 2.10
3 1.0 3.0 40:1 -51 1.0

filter impulse response length • 39 samples

assumed unambiguous velocity • 60 mls
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Figure 7-3 shows the filter output for clutter model B at two antenna
scan rates. Since the filter coefficient and clutter model are sym
metrical, only half of the clutter residue is plotted. In this case, the
peak residue coincides with the beam peak. The suppression at 3.2 rpm is
slightly better than for clutter model A while the suppression at 1.6 rpm
is several dB better than that for clutter model A at the corresponding
width.

Figure 7-4 shows the weather parameter errors for this filter as a func
tion of weather mean velocity for a weather width of 1 m/s. The errors
near the passband edge are seen to be somewhat smaller than those for the
idealized filter (Figures 3-13 to 3-15). For example, the FIR filter
reflectivity error at 1 mls is 1.75 dB whereas the idealized filter error
was 2.6 dB. The passband ripples cause the periodic errors seen at larger
weather velocities. Although the ripples are 4 dB peak-to-peak, the
weather parameter errors are seen to be small for weather velocities >2
m/s. In particular, we see that the mean velocity error due to the -
ripples is less than 0.15 mls whereas the analysis in [2] would suggest
errors on the order of 2 m/s. The difference arises because the period of
the ripples here is small enough relative to the weather widths that
averaging over ripples occurs to a significant extent. This effect becomes
even more pronounced at wider weather widths as will be seen when we
discuss the other two FIR filters.

Figures 7-5 to 7-8 are the corresponding plots for FIR filter #2. This
filter has a notch depth of -37 dB at zero velocity with a -60 dB notch at
approximately 0.5 m/s. We see that although the notch depth at zero veloc
ity is less than that for FIR filter #1, the clutter suppression for a
"typical" clutter width of 0.25 mls is some 17 dB better than that for FIR
filter #1. For clutter model B, we see that the suppression at 3.2 rpm is
greater than that at 1.6 rpm because of the stopband peak ripple at zero
velocity. The weather parameter errors for this filter at a weather width
of 2 mls arise almost completely from the notch effects. Simulations with
a 1 mls weather width gave errors due to the passband ripples which were
virtually identical to those shown in Fig. 3-4.

Figures 7-9 to 7-12 are the corresponding results for FIR filter #3
which is designed to provide the 50 dB of clutter suppression with a 3 mls
passband edge and 1 dB passband ripples called for in the original NTR
specification. We see that over 50 dB of clutter suppression is provided
against clutter model A for clutter widths up to 0.35 mls as well as for
clutter model B. The weather parameter errors are dominated by the filter
notch rather than the passband ripples. Fig. 7-13 shows an expanded view
of the error due to passband ripples for a weather width of 1 m/s. We see
that the velocity errors are less than +0.08 mIs, an order of magnitude
less than suggested by Groginsky and Glover [2]. Figure 7-14 shows the
errors with a weather width of 0.3 m/s. At such a narrow width, the
reflectivity error tracks the passband ripples; but the velocity (and
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spectrum width) errors are very small. If such narrow widths were opera
tionally of concern, the reflectivity error due to passband ripples could
be compensated by use of a lookup table.

Figures 7-15 to 7-17 show the frequency response and clutter suppression
for FIR filter #4 which is a first cut at a design to meet the reflectivity
clutter suppression specification. Based on the experience with passband
ripples in the other FIR filters, this filter was allowed to have +2.8 dB
passband ripples so as to minimize the passband width. The cluttet:
suppression with both clutter models is in excess of 30 dB for clutter
widths up to 0.25 m/s. Figure 7-18 shows the reflectivity error for this
filter as a function of mean velocity at various weather spectrum widths.
The errors at zero mean velocity are comparable to those shown in Table 4-1
while the errors at larger mean velocities are much less than the values
shown in Table 4-1. The approximately constant bias error at large mean
velocities arises from averaging the squared sinusoid frequency response:

H2(v) • (1 + a cos kv)2

H2(v) = 1 + a2/2

Thus, if a = 0.28 (corresponding to a 2.8 dB ripple),

1 + a2/2 = 1.05 =) 0.16 dB.

(7-1)

(7-2)

This bias is strictly predictable from the clutter filter characteristic
and hence removable.

B. Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) Filter Results for Weather and Clutter
Models

Since the 3-pole elliptical filters described by Groginsky and Glover
[2] were used as the basis for the augmented NTR specification, it was
important to assess the performance of such filters against the recommended
specification. Three such filters were considered:

(1) a Groginsky-Glover [2] design for 919 Hz PRF with a 1.5 mls pass-
band,

(2) a Groginsky-Glover [2] design for 1.5 m/s passband at 525 Hz PRF
being used to furnish a 3 m/s passband at 1050 Hz, and

(3) a Hamidi-Zmic ' [1] design to yield 3 m/s passband at 1280 Hz.

In the case of filter #2, the filter coefficients were quantized to 12 bits
as indicated in Groginsky and Glover [2] so as to provide (by comparison
with filter #3) some insight into quantization sensitivity.
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Figures 7-19 to 7-21 show the frequency response and clutter suppression
capability* for IIR filter #1, while Figures 7-22 to 7-24 show the weather
errors due to this filter when clutter is not present. This filter is seen
to provide substantially better suppression (e.g., 43 dB at a clutter model
A width of 0.25 mls versus 34 dB for FIR filter #4) for both clutter models
than did FIR filter #4. On the other hand, the reflectivity bias error at
zero mean weather velocity is somewhat greater than that of FIR filter #4
for spectrum widths > 1 m/s.

This filter (suitably scaled for PRF) would be a strong candidate for
clutter suppression in the reflectivity channel (if clutter filtering were
used in the reflectivity channel).

Figures 7-25 to 7-30 and 7-31 to 7-36 show the corresponding results
for IIR filters #2 and #3 which have nominally the same passband of 3 mls.
The Hamidi-Zrnic' design [IJ with very high accuracy coefficients is seen
to provide slightly better clutter suppression capability at the expense of
slightly larger weather velocity estimate errors when no clutter is pres
ent. Comparing these IIR results with those for the FIR filter #3 which
had a similar passband, we note that:

(1) both filter types are essentially identical in terms of the maxi
mum clutter model A spectrum width to yield 50 dB suppression as
well as weather reflectivity and spectrum width estimate errors
due to the filter

(2) the IIR filters provide greater suppression at small clutter
widths (especially, clutter model B at 1.6 rpm), while

(3) the FIR filter yields somewhat lower weather velocity errors when
the weather velocity is well above the passband edge.

C. FIR Filter Results for Measured Clutter Data

Experiments with measured clutter data were conducted on two types of
clutter data:

(1) returns from a discrete scatterer (e.g., a radio tower) which emu
lates clutter model B, and

(2) returns from regions with a variety of clutter sources.

1. MIT Data

Figures 7-37 to 7-39 show examples of clutter suppression by FIR filters
1-3 on radio towers illuminated by the MIT radar while Table 7-2 contains

*AII three of the IIR filters have a passband gain of +2 to +3 dB which was
not removed in the computations of clutter suppression nor reflectivity
bias error.
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horizontal and vertical scales identical for both plots
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VERTICAL SCALE NOT SAME FOR BOTH PLOTS
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VERTICAL SCALE NOT SAME FOR BOTH PLOTS
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TABLE 7-2. SUMMARY RESULTS ON SUPPRESSION OF DISCRETE SCATTERER
CLUTTER WITH MIT S-BAND WEATHER RADAR.

90% Quantile Pair Reduction (dB)
Scan Rate

Date Time (rpm) Filter 1 Filter 2 Filter 3

12/27/82 1145: 55 1.4 26.3 30.4 46.7
1146: 47 4.2 20.5 32.7 47.7

12/29/82 1021: 11 4.2 20.0 33.2 44.0
1021:42 1.4 26.3 30.4 43.1
1056:26 1.4 26.3 30.4 44.0
1056:46 4.2 20.4 33.6 44.9

1/3/83 1111 :03 1.4 20.8 33.5 46.2
1111:29 4.2 26.4 30.4 45.0

Weather and Terrain Cover:

12/27/82
12/29/82
1/3/83

clear, calm
hazy, 17 knot wind
clear, 1 knot wind

Filter /I

1
2
3

bare ground
bare ground
bare ground

Passband (m/s)

1
2
3
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statistics on the data sets. We see that the suppression with FIR filter
#3 is close to the 45 dB level predicted by the instability residue results
in Chapter VI. Examination of the filter #3 residue (Figs. 7-38 and 7-39)
shows that much of the residue has a period of 16 ms (= 1/60 Hz).

Despite the stability limitations of the MIT radar, we see that the
quality assurance test for clutter model B (paragraph #4 of Table 6-1) was
fully met by filters 1 and 2. Filter #3 met the quality assurance test
objective on the low wind days, but fails some 1 dB short on the windy day.
As noted earlier, this failure to achieve suppression greater than 45 dB on
the radio tower signal is primarily due to the instability residue of the
radar.

Tables 7-3 to 7-5 show examples of the input-output statistics from
filtering full "rings" of MIT clutter data at ranges of approximately 4, 9
and 15 km, respectively. The median 90% quantile values are viewed as most
representative of the clutter suppression capability since the recording
system may effectively saturate on the highest level clutter* and,
suppression on low level clutter is biased downward by receiver noise
effects. Figure 7-40 compares the suppression achieved with the three prin
cipal Doppler filters as a function of range for several different days.
We see that the filter 3 clutter suppression for this data is substantially
(e.g., 8-10 dB) lower than that for the discrete scatterer signal, but that
the other two filters achieve suppressions fairly close to the discrete
scatterer results and the specified capability in Table 4-1. The decrease
in suppression at the longest range for all filters is principally due to
the lower input clutter to noise level at that range.t

Tables 7-6 to 7-9 show the results of pulse pair estimation of the MIT
site clutter velocity parameters on a day with light winds. We see that a
substantial fraction of the clutter at this site is moving at a high mean
velocity or has a much larger spectrum width than would be expected for a
day with light winds. We believe that the motor vehicles are a major cause
of this moving clutter. Since this clutter is little affected by the
clutter suppression filters, the result is that the spatially averaged
clutter suppression is lower than would have been the case with clutter
from fixed scatterers.

*12-bit A/D converters were used with a R-2 STC law which results 1 quan
tization level corresponding to a reflectivity level of +10 dBz for the
ranges shown here. The IF amplifiers smoothly limit at the upper range
(see Appendix A) so the A/D converter does not saturate and to preserve
mean velocity information.
tSince the filter output power is lower limited by the front-end noise
power, the apparent clutter suppression of input power/output power will be
biased downward whenever the residual clutter power is < the front-end
noise power.
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TARLE 7-3. FIL'l:'E'R STATISTICS FOR RA.l\iGE RI~GS CORRESPOND!~G

TO FIG. 7-41-

OUTPUT FROM CLUTTER FILTER PROGRAM = TSCLT

"'ISSION DATE = 1/ 3/83 FILE :: 15STARTING R!CORO :: 1 START I NG"AZ. - .J 3"58:a
EL= 0.6 START TIME :: 11:35:51 RGS :: 0.228 NO. OF SAMPLES :: 13530

FILTER 1 :: NULL

RANGE GATE MEAN(OB) MEDIANCOS) 90 % QUANTILE(08)
1 49.3 19.1 47.2
2 45.5 15.9 45.4
3 46 •.~ 14.5 43.6
4 43.1 15.0 38.6
5 45.5 13.6 38.1
6 46.0 14.5 34.9

FILTER 2 :: 1 MIS 929 NPTS :: 39 STOPBAND :: 0.326 PASSBAND EDGE :: 0.978
WTS :: 3.00 1.00

RA~GE GATE MEAN(JB) ME1>IANCoa) QC % QUANTILE(OB)
1 32.9 9.5 32.2
2 23.7 8.6 30.0
3 2~. 9 7.7 30.9
4 27.8 7.3 25.0
5 25.v 6.3 25.0
6 27.1 7.3 23.1

fILTER 3 ::
., MIS 929 \lPTS -- 39 STOPBAND :: 0.652 PASSBAND =D~E = 1.956'-

WTS :: 5.00 1.00

RANGE ~ATE M::A'HJ::;) MEDIAN(OB) 90 X QUANTILE(OB)
1 27.':1 5.1 20.9
2 18.5 5.9 20.4
3 19. J 5.4 19.1
4 24.4 5.0 15.4
5 16.3 4.5 14.1
6 13.2 5.0 15.4

FILTER 4 = 3 MIS q2? NPTS :: 39 STOPBAND = 0.978 PASSBAND EOGE = 2.934
WTS :: 40.00 1.00

RUHiE GATE M=AN(De) ME;)IANCOB) 90 % QUANTILE(OB)
1 28.2 5.0 16.3
2 '5.2 5.0 16.3
3 13.9 4.5 15.4
4 22.Q 4.1 13.2
5 10.7 4.1 11.3
6 14.7 4.5 12.7
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TABLE 7-4. FILTgR STATISTICS FOR RANG~ RINGS
CORR~SPONnrTG TO FIG. 7-42.

JUTPUT Fl0~ CL~TT~~ FILr~p P~O~p~~ = TSClT
THIS TAPE is F~C1 v.I.T. RAJ~2

TOO~Y = 3/17/83 17:~7:

.~ I .> S: ar~ :J ATE = 2/1 :; I ~:: ~: rL: = 7ST' r. T:: r j G P:: COD J = 1 2 ) TAR TI .i S AZ. = 3) 9 • ~

EL 0.4 STA~T Tr~~ = 11:55::7~T~pr ~A~G~(K~)= ~.60J ~~s= 0.225

RA~GE GA Te ~., == A P-j ( ~ : ) i'1'€ ) I AN ( S :.l ) 9C % ,:;ut~JTrLE<QP)

1 ~ 7 • ~; 4 -). 1 62.~

2 57.3 4::. 5 6":.5
3 57.1 4:;.) 62.6
4 5 'i. ") 4~.9 6).~

5 5~.1 4 -t •.~ 63.5
6 c '1 • '''t c; ~ ) 63.5__ l •• _~

fILT:R 2 = 1 -·1/ S ~2° "iFTS = 39 srO?t?~NJ = 0.326 P~sse,HlD EOSE = O.Q78
IHS = 3.CJ 1. OC

RA~GE GATE "":: A'H::: ) "o\E')I~N(D2) ?O r. Cl UA~H rL:: ( 0~ )
1 3').7 is.O "!3.1
2 34. '1 2 j • .; 3'~. 0
3 32.1 2'1. !t 33.1
it 33. ;) 20.3 3~.1)

5 "T'
2~.~ 39.5.... j •.~

6 3 '•• 3 22.S 39.()

FILTER 3 = 2 "lIS 12? ~; Frs = 39 STco8AN'J = O.~52 PAs~eAN'J EDGE = 1.956
~T :i = 5.0J 1. -]0

RA~JGE GATE M =A'J( 'J p) ,~ E j I AN( 0 '3 ) 00 ~ QUA'.JTILE(DB)
1 ~ ,1 ., 2;].4 33.6.......... ~

2 ""'l.... -:""' 20.4 33.6t. .,., • ;)

3 '2 ~ •.'"iJ 2 ~: • 4 3,.S
4 3:J.5 21.~ 34.1
5 35.7 22 •.~ 34.S
6 3 G• :: 23.6 34.J

FILTER 4 = ~ --11 $ ?2~ N~TS :: 39 s'!'o~~aN,) = 0.972 PD,SSEAND ED ';E = 2.934
iHS = 40.00 1.00

RA~~GE GATE MEANeJB) MEDIAN(DB) QO X OUANTILE(DB)
1 2?2 1 5. I) 26.9
2 21.9 14.1 25.:J
3 25. ,J 14.1 25.3
4 27.:) 15.0 27.7
5 3 ... :J 15.9 23.6
6 2').0 15.9 27.7
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TABLE 7-5. FILTER STATISTICS FOR RANGE RINGS
CORRESPONDING TO FIG. 7-43.

OUTPUT FROM CLUTTER FILTER PROGRAM = TSCLT
THIS TAPE IS F~OM M.I.T. RADAR

TODAY = 3/21/83 18:12:

~ISSION DATE = 2/16/83 FILE = 9STARTING RECORD = 8 STARTI~G Al. = 1-
EL 0.4 START TIME = 11:59:56START RANGE(KM)= 8.550 RGS= 0.225

FILTER 1 = NULL

RANGE GATE
1
2
3
4
5
6

MEAN(DB)
56.5
56.0
55.9
56.7
56.0
55.8

MEDIAN(D9)
41.3
42.2
41.8
39.5
36.3
34.5

90 % QUANTILE(DB)
62.2
61.7
61.7
62.6
62.2
62.6

FILTER 2 = 1 MIS 929 NPTS = 39 STOPBAND = 0.326 PASSBAND EDGE =
WTS = 3.00 1.00

0.978

RANGE GATE
1
2
3
4
5
6

MEANCDB)
39.3
40.2
39.5
40.8
39.3
39.0

~EOIAN(DB)

26.3
28.1
28.1
25.9
24.5
22.2

90 % QUANTILE COB)
43.1
43.1
43.6
44.9
43.1
42.7

FILTER 3 = 2 MIS 929 NPTS = 39 STOPBAND = 0.652 PASSBAND EDGE =
WTS = 5.00 1.00

1.956

RANGE GATE
1
2
3
4
5
6

MEAN(OB)
29.3
30.3
28.6
30.5
23.0
27.9

MEOIANCDB)
15.4
16.3
15.9
15.0
13.6
12.3

90 % QUANTILE COB)
33.1
32.7
33.1
33.6
32.2
32.7

FILTER 4 = :5 HIS 929 NPTS = 39 STOPBAND = 0.978 PASSBAND EDGE =
WTS = 40.00 1.00

2.934

RANGE GATE
1
2
3
4
5
6

MEAN(DB)
25.9
25.7
22.4
24.1
20.2
19.3

MEOIAN(D9)
9.5

10.4
10.0

9.5
8.6
8.2
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Fig. 7-40. Measured clutter suppression in 1.5-nmi rings at MIT site.
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Table 7-6. DISTRIBUTION OF M.U. CLUTTER'SPECTRUM WIDTHS

AT VERY CLOSE RANGE

PERCENTAGE WITH SPECTRUM WIDTH (m/s)

REF LECTIVITY
(dBz) 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-5 5-10 >10

,20 84.6 12.5

I
1.1 0.7 0.9 -

20-40 86.3 9.9 2.1 0.9 0.6 -

~o
91.6 8.0 0.1 - 0.1 -

>60 98.7 1.2 - - - -

RANGE < 5 nm

Table 7-7. DISTRIBUTION OF M.1. T. CLUTTER MEAN VELOCITIES

AT VERY CLOSE RANGE

REFLECTIVITY PERCENTAGE WITH MEAN VELOCITY (m/s)
(dBz) 0-1 1 - 2 2 - 3 3 - 5 5 - 10 >10

<20 97.4 1.5 - - - 0.2

20 - 40 97.4 1.1 0.7 0.4 0.4 -
40 - 60 99.3 0.2 0.1 - - 0.2

>60 99.4 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.2

RANGE .... 5 nm
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Table 7-3. DISTRIBUTION OF M.I. T. CLUTTER SPECTRAL WIDTHS

AT CLOSE RANGE

REFLECTIVITY
PERCENTAGE WITH SPECTRUM WIDTH (mi.)

(dBzl o - 1 1 - 2 2 - 3 3 - 5 5 - 10 >10

<20 46.9 27.6 12.3 12.0 5.9 0.3

I
20 - 40 70.6 20.5 4.1 3.3 1.5 -
40 - 60 86.2 13.6 0.1 - - -

>60 94.5 - - - - -
5 nm < RANGE < 10 nm

Table 7-9. DISTRIBUTION OF M.LT. CLUTIER MEAN VelOCITIES

AT CLOSE RANGE

REFLECTIVITY
PERCENTAGE WITH MEAN VelOCITY (m/s)

I
(dBz) 0-1 1 - 2 2- 3 1 3 - 5 5 - 10 >10

<20 70.0 11.6 6.1 5.6 4.9 1.7

20 - 40 91. 4 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.5 0.8

40 - 60 99.7 0.1 0.1 - - -
>60 100.0 - - - - -

5 nmi < RANGE < 10 nmi
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Further indication of this can be obtained by comparing the respective
filter output envelopes with the input envelope for a portion of a given
range ring. Figures 7-41 to 7-43 show several examples of these envelopes.
Figure 7-41 is an example of clutter principally from large discrete scat
terers in which the suppressions are typically within 5 dB of that for the
radio towers. Figure 7-42 is an intermediate case in that good suppression
is obtained against most of the clutter, but two azimuths have noticeably
poorer suppression. Figure 7-43 shows more azimuths with poor suppression.
These are characterized by scalloping in the input envelope which suggests
that several moving scatterers are located at the cells with poor
suppression.

2. NSSL Results

The NSSL data set consists of clutter from two ranges, neither of
which contains a fixed target analogous to Figures 7-37 through 7-39. Some
insight as to achievable suppression with the NSSL radar can be achieved by
considering suppression with a stationary antenna. Figure 7-44 shows the
input and output envelope from one such measurement. The large oscilla
tions in input amplitude suggest that the antenna was slowly rotating
(corresponding experiments on the MIT radar gave a peak-to-peak amplitude
variation of 0.3 dB). Table 7-10 shows the results of filtering these data.
Given the noise-like nature of the residue and close correspondence between
the input mean and median values, suppression should probably be defined in
terms of the change in the median value. A wide variation in clutter
levels and suppression results is evident between the various range bins.
However, it appears that 40 dB suppression is achievable in some of the
range bins*, which is in line with the NSSL instability residue results
shown in chapter VI.

Figures 7-45 and 7-46 show representative filter input and output enve
lopes for two ranges at the NSSL site while Tables 7-11 and 7-12 show the
corresponding filter output statistics. The relatively poor suppression on
the data at 4.2 km is probably due to a combination of receiver saturation
(as manifested in the steps at the beginning of the filter output time
series) and moving clutter (near the 2000th time sample). Receiver satura
tion results in constant I or Q outputs, i.e., a dc level. Thus, the size
of the steps in the filter output is directly related to the suppression at
zero frequency. At the 15 km range, there is a lesser amount of saturationt
evident, but the moving clutter near the 2600th time sample stands out
vividly in the filter outputs.

*A similar test with MIT radar data from 2/16/83 yielded 46-47 dB
suppression.
tThe AGe nominally used at NSSL for weather measurements was disabled for
these measurements so that time series data could be recorded continuously.
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TABLE 7-10. RESULTS OF FILTERING NSSL DATA AT
RA"'l(;E OF 15 KM WITH ANTENNA STATIONARY

OUTPUT FROM CLUTTER FILTER PROGRAM TSCLT TOOAY = 41 4183 12:14:45
THIS TAPE IS FRO,II NSSL R~OAR

MISSION OAY = 216 STARTING RECORD = 1999 STARTAl = 354.8
EL 0.6 START TIME = 12:25:40 START RANGE(~H)= 4.200 RGS= 0.600

FILTER 1 = NULL FILTER 3- 2 HIS 1302 NPTS = 39 STOPBAND. 0.513 PASSBAND EO:;E, . 2.048IITS - 8.00 1.00

RA'lGE GATE MEAN(OB) MEOlAN(OB) 90 " QUANT ILE CDB) lllNGE GATE MfAHCOS) MEi>IANCOS) 90 " OUANTILEC DB)
1 M.5 59.0 64.0 1 33.7 31.8 37.2
2 67.1 66.7 68.1 2 40.7 37.7 43.1
3 57.3 56.3 59.9 3 13.4 31.3 36.8
4 6 ~.2 66.3 68.1 4 37.1 36.8 39.5
5 64.2 64.4 65.8 5 ' 39.0 37.2 42.2
6 55.7 53.1 59.4 6 30.6 28.1 34.0
7 66.1 66.3 67.2 7 41.7 38.6 44.0
8 66.3 66.3 66.7 II 37.4 36.8 38.1
9 65.7 65.8 67.2 9 36.5 36.3 39.0

10 55.0 H.6 58.1 10 30.5 28.6 34.0
11 56.8 56.7 57.2 11 30.2 27.7 33.6
12 54.8 53.6 58.1 12 41.3 39.5 U.S....... 13I 13 62.2 61.7 64.0 41.4 39.9 44.5

0- 14 49.8 48.6 53.1 14 35.2 33.6 38.6w 15 68.4 68.1 69.0 15 42.4 39.9 45.8
16 48.3 48.1 49.9 16 28.0 24.5 31.3

FILTER 2= 1 MIs 1302 NPTS • 39 STDPIIIND • 0.286 PUSUNO EDGE: • 1.003 "ILTER 4- 3 MIS 1302 NPTS • 39 STOPBAND • 0.788 PASSBAND EDGE = 3.072IITS = 4.00 1.00 IITS - ' 40.00 1.00

RANGE GATE HElNCO&) MEOUH(DB) 90 " OUlNTIl!CD&) RANGE GATE MEAN CO&) HEOUNCDU 90 X QUANTILECDB)
1 34.3 32.2 37.7 1 30.1 27.7 33.6
2 47.3 41.3 50.8 2 35.3 30.0 39.0
3 34.1 32.2 37.7 3 31.3 29.5 34.9
4 39.9 38.1 42.7 4 29.4 26.8 32.7
5 44.1 41.3 47.2 5 37.1 34.9 40.8
6 33.4 30.9 36.8 6 28.5 25.9 31.8
7 49.0 44.5 52.6 7 37.2 34.0 40.4
8 36.4 35.4 38.1 8 29.0 26.3 32.7
9 42.6 311.9 45.8 9 30.0 27.2 33.6

10 34.8 32.7 38.1 10 23.7 25.9 32.2
11 29.7 28.1 32.7 11 26.7 23.1 30.0
12 41.8 39.9 45.4 12 40.8 39.5 44.5
13 44.) 43.1 47.2 13 36.3 34.5 39.9
14 38.1 36.8 41.3 14 32.0 30.0 35.4
15 43.1 40.4 46.7 15 38.3 34.5 42.7
16 B.2 25.0 31.8 16 26.8 22.7 30.0
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TARLE 7-11. RESill.TS OF FILTERING NSSL DATA
AT 15 KM

OUTPUT FROM CLUTTER FILTER PROGRAM TSCL T TODAY " 41 4/B 17:25:5

THIS TAPE IS FIlO'1 NSSL RADAR

MISSIO~ JAY = 216 STARTtNG RECORD 172? SfARTAl = 14.5
EL 0.6 START TIME = 12:36:18 START RANGE(KM)= 15.150 RGS= 0.600

FIL TER 1 = NULL
FILTER 3- 2 "'S 1302 NPTS - 39 STOPBAND· 0.573 PASSBAND EDGE - 2.048
IITS " 8.00 1.00

RANGE GATE M~AN(08) MEOIAN(O!l) 90 X QUANTILE (08) RANGE GATE MEAN (DB) MEDIAN(OBl 90 X QUANTlLECDB)

1 61.5 51.7 66.3 1 46.4 36.3 44.9

2 60.9 49.5 66.3 2 48.2 36.8 46.7

3 60.6 48.1 66.3 3 49.6 36.3 46.3

4 60.4 48.1 66.3 4 46.4 36.3 44.5

5 60.3 41.7 66.3 5 46.1 35.9 44.5

6 59.6 45.8 65.8 6 46.9 35.4 44.9

7 58.9 45.4 65.3 7 41.2 34.9 43.6

8 60.7 43.1 66.3 8 H.4 35.4 43.1

9 58.4 45.4 64.4 9 46.7 34.5 44.5

10 ~ 5.7 41.3 59.9 10 45.1 33.6 42.7

11 55.7 41.3 59.0 11 U.5 33.1 41.8

12 55.9 40.8 H.4 12 43.3 13.6 42.2

13 53.8 40.8 55.4 13 U.6 33.1 43.6

14 54.8 39.0 57.2 14 41.0 32.7 40.8

15 52.7 39.9 54.9 15 42.4 H.7 41.8

-...J 16 53.3 37.7 51.6 16 41.6 32.2 40.4

I
0\ FILTER 2- 1 HIS 1302 NPTS .. 39 STOPBAND" 0.286 PASSUND EDGE • 1.003 FILTER 4= 3 "'S 1302 NPTS • 39 STOPBAND • 0.788 ,asSUND EDGI!• • 3.072

00 IITS • 4.00 1.00
illS .. 40.00 1.00

RANGE GATE HEAN(DS) MEDIAN(OU 90 X QUANT IlE (OIlJ RANGE GATE MEAN(OIl) HEDIAN(D8) 90 % QUANTIlECOB)

1 48.1 35.1 48.1 1 45.2 34.0 44.0

2 49.6 38.1 49.5 2 47.2 34.9 45.4

3 51.0 37.7 49.5 3 49.0 34.5 45.4

4 46.7 31.7 47.2 4 U.S 34.0 43.1

5 47.7 36.8 41.2 5 44.8 33.6 43.1

6 47.7 36.8 48.1 6 45.5 33.6 43.6

1 45.5 36.3 46.3 1 42.2 13.1 42.2

8 45.3 36.8 46.7 8 42.3 32.7 41.8

9 47.7 35.9 46.1 9 45.9 n.l 43.6

10 45.8 34.5 44.5 10 44.4 32.2 41.8

11 45.0 34.5 43.6 11 43.8 32.2 41.3

12 45.0 34.5 43.6 12 41.8 3:!.2 41.3

13 43.2 34.0 44.9 13 43.6 32.2 42.7

14 42.4 33.6 42.2 14 40.6 31.8 39.9

15 43.2 H.6 42.1 15 41.5 31.8 40.8

16 42.'1 33.6 42.7 16 40.6 31.8 39.5



•

TABLE 7-12. RESULTS OF FILTERING NSSL DATA AT RANGE
OF 4.2 KM

•

OUTPUT FROM CLUTTER ~ILT:R PRO~RAM E TSCLT
THIS TAPr IS FRO~ ~S3l ~AuAR

TODAY = 4/27/83 15:20:46

~ISSIO~ DAY = 216 STA~T[~G RECCqn '" 2D5} STARTAZ = 354.8
EL 0.6 START TIMe = 12:25:54 STAqT RANGE(K~)= 4.200 RGS= 0.600

FILTER' 1 = NULL

RANGE GATE M(A:j( J!l) ~lE:lI AN (06) 90 % QUANTIlE<OB)
1 64.7 64.4 67.2
2 64.? 6 3.1 67.2
:5 63.2 59.4 67.2
4 60.3 51. ~ 66.~

5 59.!l 4e .1 65.~

6 59.3 47.7 65.8
7 57.9 44.9 63.5
6 53.3 H.5 64.4
9 60.0 4?0 66.3

10 5 'f.0 46.7 65.3
11 55.3 46.3 64.!l

...... 12 5".2 44.9 65.8
I 13 60.lJ 47.2 65.8

0- 14 59.1 42.7 65.5-a 15 58.6 42.7 64.9
16 57.7 38.6 63.5

FIL TER 2= 1 MiS 1302 'IIPTS 39 STOPBANO '" 0.286 PASSSAND EDGES '" 1.003
VTS = 4.00 1.00

RANGE GAfE MEAN(Oe> ME'JUNCOS) 90 X QUANTILE COB)
1 51: • .'> 4!l.ll 53.1
2 49.~ 40.8 51.7
3 51 • S 3~.lJ 53.OS
4 49.1 34.~ 49.9
5 4 7.~ B.1 47.7
6 45.1 :52.7 44.9
7 4~. 'J 31.3 44.0
8 4lJ.? 30.9 4 5.1
9 41.0 :'12.2 43.6

10 37. ? 30.4 4~.7
11 J ~. 7 30.4 41.S
12 39. ? 3D.!) 4~.1
13 41.il ~ 1 •.~ 4~.!l
14 3J.Q ?Q.O 42.2
15 4'J. i> 2Y.lJ 0.1
11> H.4 2:J.1 41 • 8

scan rate = 1.2 rpm

FILTER 3= 2 /1 I S 1302 NPTS 39 STooB UI) = 0.573 PHSB~ND EeCES
IlTS = 8.00 1.00

RANGE GA~E H:AI/COf.) "El~~N(08) 90 X CUANTILE (OB)
1 43.4 H.d P.2
2 !'s.3 3~. 3 45.8
:5 50. ~ :;~. \ 49.9
4 47.<1 3~.7 47.?
5 47.1 '5').9 44.5
6 43.:1 ~O.O 40.4., 44.1 28.6 39.5
8 3~.~ B.l 38.6
9 H.:I n.lJ 38.6

10 35.9 ?7.7 37.7
11 35.0 ?7.2 37.2
12 36.4 27.7 38.1
13 38.1 23.6 39.0
14 34.4 26.3 37.2
15 37.7 26.:3 39.0
16 35.7 B.3 37.2

FILTER 4= :5 ~l/ S 1302 NPTS 39 STOPII AND = 0.788 PASSBAND EDGES
WTS = 40.00 1.00

RANGE GATE HEA:H:lil) :~~ilIAN(OS) 90 X CUANTILE(CB)
1 47.2 31.3 44.9
2 46.G 31 • S 44."
3 49.1 30.4 48.6
4 47. D 29.0 4'5.4
5 411.2 27.7 42.2
6 41.7 ?7.7 3~.6
7 43.7 25.:: 37.7
8 H.l 2S.9 36.3
9 H.O ~5.9 35.4

10 34.2 25.1) 34.9
11 33.3 ?s.o 34.5
12 34.~ 2~.() :!4.9
13 36.6 25.4 ~5.4
14 31.7 24.1 31..0
15 36.3 24.5 36.8
16 3,.9 24.1 34.9

2.048

3.072



These results from NSSL illustrate the need for:

(1) careful design of the rf and analog components of a NEXRAD if
clutter suppression capability inherent in the digital processor
is to be achieved, and

(2) subsequent processing (e.g., by the use of clutter map techniques)
to reduce the effects of clutter from moving scatterers such as
cars.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

In this section, we summarize the findings of the study and make
suggestions for follow-on work to resolve the remaining uncertainties.
This study focused on the development of the functional specification for
clutter suppression which is described in Chapters IV and VI. This speci
fication has been incorporated into the Validation Phase NEXRAD Technical
Requirements.

We stress that this specification developed was constrained to be (1)
consistent (to the maximum extent possible) with the systems definition
phase specification, and (2) achievable in a time frame compatible with the
NEXRAD schedule as opposed to "starting from scratch" to develop a new
specification. Thus, important issues such as the operational utility of
various levels of clutter suppression were not addressed in detail.

A. Summary

A key element in developing the functional specification was to review
the clutter threat in terms of how clutter causes weather parameter errors
and geometric situations where clutter will be of particular concern. It
was concluded that:

(1) in "normal" joint-use NEXRAD operations, overlap of first trip
clutter with second trip weather in the Doppler channel represents
a major challenge. This challenge is made more severe by the
range advantage of the first trip clutter (Chapter II).

(2) anomalous propagation (AP) will represent a significant challenge
at long ranges (e.g., greater than 60 km) when it occurs,
(Chapters II and V), and

(3) detection of certain, more specialized weather phenomena (e.g.,
low level wind shear and prestorm convective boundary layer cells)
involve a significant clutter challenge due to the need to measure
weak signals at low elevation angles (Chapter II).

The next major issue was the handling of weather parameter errors due
to the clutter suppression technique as opposed to those which are clutter
level dependent. To avoid excessive complexity in the specification, it
was decided to separately specify these two contributions. The suppression
technique dependent error bounds were based on errors for a pulse pair pro
cessor preceded by a linear high-pass filter. Thus, the functional speci
fication error bounds are consistent with the high-pass LTI filter/pulse
pair processor technique implied in the original specification.

The clutter from areas with man-made objects (e.g., buildings) shows
distinctive differences in time waveform and amplitude statistics from that
associated with numerous, smaller scatterers. Thus, it was necessary to
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define two different clutter models to address these differences in clutter
behavior:

(a) a distributed clutter model wherein the clutter width depends on
scan rate and a wind velocity related parameter, and

(b) a discrete scatterer clutter model whose time waveform represents
the antenna power pattern.

Suppression performance capability for each of these models was lower
bounded by the power suppression of representative FIR and IIR low-pass LTI
filters.

The quality assurance tests were developed to verify:

(1) transmitter/receiver stability alone

(2) signal processor capability alone, and

(3) suppression on a discrete scatterer clutter signal in a front-to
end test.

Since the required performance was functionally specified, the quality
assurance test was easy to develop and short in length.

It was deemed important to demonstrate that the desired clutter
suppression capability is in fact practically achievable. The signal pro
cessor capability was demonstrated by simulation studies on the two clutter
models with a variety of linear filters. Table 8-1 summarizes the results
of these simulations with respect to the specification requirements. We
see that both filter types met the specification goals. This suggests that
there are a variety of NEXRAD signal processor designs which are capable of
achieving the desired suppression capability.

The transmitter/receiver capability to meet the most stringent overall
clutter specification capability did not exist on either the two current
Doppler weather radars for which we obtained actual clutter time series
data. Table 8-2 shows that the achieved suppression against a type B
clutter signal on the MIT radar met or at worse was within 2 dB of the
quality assurance test criteria. The use of currently available stable S
band transmitter/receivers such as are used in the ASR-8 would have per
mitted demonstration of the desired suppression capability experimentally.

We conclude from these simulation tests using both the theoretical
clutter and weather models described in the specification and measured S
band radar data from a discrete scatterer that the specification require
ments and quality assurance tests developed are achievable with currently
available technology.
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TABLE 8-1. CLUTTER SUPPRESSION AGAINST THEORETICAL CLUTTER MODELS
CLUTTER SUPPRESSION (dB)

Clutter Model A Clutter Model B

Usable
Velocity

Function (m/s) Spec. FIR IIR Spec. FIR IIR

Doppler 2 20 21 NS 20 23 NS
Doppler 3 28 37 NS 30 39 NS
Doppler 4 50 51 53 50 58 59
Reflectivity - 30 31 40 30 34 56

NS ~ not simulated
Spec • specification in Chapter IV

TABLE 8-2. CLUTTER SUPPRESSION AGAINST MEASURED POINT CLUTTER DATA
FROM MIT SITE.

Usable
Velocity Quality Assurance

Function (m/s) Test Objective Achieved Suppression (dB)

Doppler. 1 15 20 - 26
Doppler 2 23 30 - 33
Doppler 3 45 43 - 48
Reflectivity - 25 NS

NS • not simulated
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B. Recommendations for Future Work

The clutter suppression capability described in the developed
cation will make a very substantial increase in the capability of
successfully cope with the clutter challenges described earlier.
it must be emphasized that:

specifi
NEXRAD to
However,

(1) certain clutter features could not be adequately defined in the
context of the present study, and

(2) additional clutter suppression features to handle moving andlor
extremely high level clutter will be necessary if NEXRAD is to
achieve the desired automatic weather hazard detection capability.

Below, we briefly describe the work which needs to be done in the near term
so that updated NEXRAD specifications can be generated.

1. Clutter Environment Characterization

A number of problems were encountered in processing the NSSL clutter
data (e.g., frequent saturation in the AID converters, and lack of discrete
scatterer data for system assessment). It would be very desirable to
obtain new NSSL tapes taking into account the experience with the initial
tapes. Also, it was hoped that data from the FAA Technical Center (FAATC)
could be obtained, but equipment breakdown prevented that from occurring.

The time (spectral) characteristics of anomalous propagation data are
of particular concern because such clutter can obscure major portions and
even all of a given "trip". Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain
such data in the summer of 1982 although requests were made to the opera
tors of the NSSL and FAATC weather radars.

Time series measurements of clutter from forested terrain in medium-to
high level winds is of interest because the spectral characteristics will
playa key role in choice of usable weather velocities (e.g., filter pass
bands). Data at S-band is sparse, and there are difficulties in extrapo
lating data at higher frequencies (e.g., X-band) to S-band.

Measured data from other representative sites (especially, those near
forests, mountains, and airports) would be very useful in defining what
clutter suppression features in addition to the current specification capa
bility will be required.
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2. Implementation Issues

A number of implementation related issues were addressed in the con
text of this study. However, there are several issues which merit some
additional investigation. These include:

(a) refinement of the LTI filter designs for reflectivity estimation.
The filter designs considered did not consider compensation for
filter characteristics in assessing the requisite filter features.
Also, alternative designs (e.g., minimum phase FIR filters [25])
are capable of even narrower transition bands between the stopband
and passband regions, and

(b) validation and refinement of concepts for AGC operation in the
presence of clutter also needs attention. The time series clutter
data from this study will be provided to the contractors to facil
itate the beginning of this process.

3. Data Editing for Clutter Residue Suppression

The experiments with measured I,Q data described in Chapter VII have
shown that a substantial portion of the clutter is not rejected because the
clutter sources are moving to a greater extent than implied by the model in
Chapter III. Experience with ATC radars in the same frequency band (Refs.
7-8) have shown that maps bounding the clutter residue levels can be very
effective at preventing such clutter from yielding erroneous results at the
radar output. However, studies using measured data from NEXRAD-like radars
will be necessary to develop the corresponding NEXRAD specification due to
the differences between the desired target and nature of clutter*.

*e.g., the MTD clutter maps take advantage of the point nature of aircraft
targets, and treat the weather as clutter.
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APPENDIX A - TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MIT RADAR

The S-band weather radar at the MIT Meteorology and Physical
Oceanography Department was used to obtain the bulk of the clutter data
presented in the preceding chapters. The radar is located atop the Green
Building at MIT at an altitude of approximately 300 feet above ground
level. Figures 2-2 to 2-6 show the site features. Table A-I shows the
principal technical characteristics. This radar was derived from an FPS-18
with no special measures taken to substantially reduce power line harm on
the high voltage supply.

The clutter amplitude measurements shown in Figures 2-7 to 2-13 were
accomplished by merging the pulse pair reflectivity estimates with a 10-bit
AID converter at several fixed receiver gains. The I,~ time series were
measured with a (new) 12-bit AID converter using an R- STC law which
resulted in 1 digital level corresponding to +10 dBz reflectivity for all
ranges shown here. To minimize the acute spectral broadening which can
occur with "hard" clipping at the AID converter upper and lower limits, an
IF amplifier is used which smoothly limits the AID inputs to +0.9 of the
full AID converter range. Figure A-I shows the transfer function of this
IF amplifier.

Since the MIT radar two-way beamwidth is 45% larger than the NEXRAD
beamwidth, the I,Q time sample data was taken at scan ratges which are 45%
faster than the corresponding NEXRAD scan rates so as to keep the dwell
times constant.
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TABLE A-I. MIT TESTBED RADAR CHARACTERISTICS.

Antenna

Aperture
Gain
Sidelobe Levels
Beamwidth
Polarization
Maximum rotation rate
Height

Transmitter

Source
Frequency
Peak Power
Pulse Width
PRF

Receiver

Pre-selector
RF amplifier
Noise figure
STALO
COHO
Bandwidth
STC
STC curve
MDS

Digital Signal Processor

AID Converters
Range sample spacing
Number of range gates processed
Algorithm
Processor output

A-2

18 feet
42 dB
-26 dB minimum
1.45 0 one-way
horizontal
6 r.p.m. (both axes)
312 ft. above m.s.l.

VA87 klystron
2705 MHz
1 MW
1 microsecond
Variable (1200 Hz max.)

tunable cavity
solid state
4dB
crystal controlled
30 MHz crystal
1.1 MHz
PIN diode at RF
Programmable
-103 dBm

12 bits I; 12 bits Q
1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 n.m.
288
pulse-pair processing
Oth, 1st, 2nd moments or
I,Q time series
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